EDITORIAL

Dear Readers
It gives us immense pleasure to bring you the 10th
edition of the college magazine. The essence of the
Montage 2017 is to educate, inform, engage, inspire
and entertain its readers-students, faculty members,
non-faculty members, staff, parents and well-wishers of KCMIT.
This college magazine is a platform to exhibit,
knowledge, ideas, imaginations, creativity and
innovative ideas of the student. This magazine also
aims in bringing members of the KCMIT family and
all alumni and present students in touch with each
other to uphold the spirit of sharing and caring
We would like to express our gratitude and heartfelt
thanks to all those who have contributed their valuable time and skills to make this effort a success. We
profusely thank individuals who have been involved
directly and indirectly for making this magazine a
reality.
Last but not the least we would like to thank everyone for the support and encouragement we got in
our endeavor.
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MESSAGE

Message From the

BOARD MEMBERS

Dear Students
It gives me great pleasure to put in a few words in
the 10th issue of the “Montage”.
KCMIT as everyone knows was established with
the objective of preparing the youth of today to
meet the challenges of tomorrow in every sphere
of life. Our emphasis has always been on sound
theoretical knowledge with practical exposure to
develop the analytical and communication skills of
those who come to us to carve their future.
Today, I am proud to announce that our objectives
have been channelized in the proper direction and
our vison of the past sixteen years has taken a firm
shape. It’s a pleasure to hear about our graduates
doing well in their ventures, be it in their higher
studies or their professional career.
This is the professional aspect of KCMIT, but professionalism is not the only goal for us. We at KCMIT
live as a close-knit family seeking to strengthen
our bond with the passage of time and persevere
in our small ways to spread the message of love

and brotherhood around us.
Through the “Montage” I would like to thank my
students of the past and present for their sincere
effort they have made in promoting the college and
bringing it up to the position that it is in today.
I would also like to extend my warm welcome to
those students who will be joining us. I wish they
have a happy and fruitful stay at KCMIT.

Nabindra Raj Joshi

MESSAGE

Message From the

PRINCIPAL’S DESK

Another year has rolled by making us one more year older in the world of education. Certain
things have changed for the better and some things would have remained better without
changes. Education has gone ahead in leaps and bounds in terms of educational institutions
and literacy rate, but has education really expanded in the true sense of the word? Every
year we have a number of graduates and post graduates going out into the job market with
excellent academic records, but is that how we rate education? EDUCATION is much more
than that. I feel education builds up compassion, understanding, and makes us adhere
to the values of life. As life is full of trials, an educated person must be able to face them
without deviating from the values of life, upholding the inner voice, the conscience within.
In this competitive world of today, we have numerous competent professionals who have
brought magical changes in their own spheres, but what we really require in this callous
world are human beings who understand the pain of their fellow beings and bring a transformation in the present world of petty bickering in the name of religion, caste, creed and
status. l believe, through true education the dark shadow of all evils will be discarded and
we’ll emerge into a bright world of peace, harmony and compassion, leading to prosperity.
Here at KCMIT, through different events we try to get our message of true education across
to our students. When a group of students approached me about giving a home to stray
dogs at Sneha’s Shelter, I was overwhelmed by their thoughtful gesture. l think we are
gradually paving our way through and stepping on the path of true education.
The ‘Montage’ has always been the voice of KCMIT. This time too, the Montage team has
persevered to display the spirit of the college in its 10th edition. My deep appreciation for
their sincere effort.
May God help us in our endeavor to spread the spirit of KCMIT far and wide.
Lalita Chand
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ARTICLE

A REVIEW OF ABHI SUBEDI’S FIRE IN THE MONASTERY
This play was originally written in Nepali as ‘Agni Ko Katha’ by Prof. Abhi Subedi. The setting of the play
occurs at a Mahayana Tibetan Buddhist Monastery in the northern mountainous region of Nepal. The play
unfolds the monks and nuns preparing for a religious dance. The rehearsal of serious dance goes on. A
Bhikshu enters singing a Song. A monk of Bhikshu tells her to stop Singing a folk song as it does not coincide with the atmosphere of the Gumba or monastery. As the rehearsal is going on, news of a fire in the
monastery Catches everyone’s attention. A poet monk expresses that because the monastery’s library
has been burnt everybody’s mind got burnt. Feelings written with great devotion got burnt. Memories of
knowledge have been turned to ashes. All valuable religious lines, prayers dedicated to the Buddha have
been reduced to ashes. Bhikshu Gyan tells Bhikshuni Purnima that he is leaving the monastery. There is
some kind of attachment between the two pumima asks Gyan if he is leaving the monastery and going to
his village to get married. Gyan replies that he is going Somewhere to sock the truth. Bhikshuni Purnima
asks Gyan What the burning of the monastery meant. Gyan replies that a library ls not just a collection oi
books. A library is a place which could provide them with answer. Gyan tells her that a library is not
herald that he should do something, such as, go to his village or Kailash, Kang-Rimpoehe, Mansarovar,
etc. to find truth. He might even live in a cave like Milarepa. Bhikshuni Purnima looks depressed. Gyan tells
her that Nuns Should not feel that Way. He asks her if She Wants to go with him by leaving the monastery.
She replies that the monastery is her world and she cannot contemplate leaving it without some serious
purpose. After the fire in the monastery, the nuns have experienced a change, as if, Buddha’s voice has
been burnt. One nun remarks that when
monks leave monastery’ Buddha will protect them, but what about the nuns? It is not the some with the
nuns, because of a male dominated society. Purnima replies that when nuns leave the monastery, everybody thinks they are sinners or are immoral. A singing nun enters the scene. The fire haunts all the nuns
because they think it is a portent of some evil that may happen.
Meanwhile Gyan returns to his village. He enters a village monastery where three village damsels try to
seduce him. They are like a seductress or enchantress and the monk Gyan runs for his life. Sometime
later, the nun Purnima also comes there with another nun. They meet Gyan, who is surprised to see
them. The two nuns also think of going to Kailash to find the answers to their questions. Purnima tells
Gyan that after the fire in the monastery, there is so much unrest in everybody’s mind. Due to the unrest
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and disorder, The Head Lama is coming to give a sermon. The Head
Lama comes and tells Gyan that the journey he completed (he had
completed the
outer kora, i.e. circling of Kailash) is the book or the writing. That
journey is his gyan, his words. Then he must blow his horn (kanglin),
and together with the sound of that horn, they must meditate for
peace. Then all pray with a chorus of Om Mani Padme Hum (which
means Hail to the jewel in the lotus).
Interpretation and analysis: Many years of the Maoist insurgency prompted Prof. Abhi Subedi, then chairman of T.U. Department
of English, to pen ‘Agni ko Katha’, Which gives details of a fire that
breaks out in a library of a Tibetan Buddhist Monastery in Northern
Nepal. Abhi Subedi wants to drive home the message that the path
of salvation and enlightment is not only renunciation, but also aesthetic awareness. The high degree of emotional attachment When Gyan leaves the first monastery is well
portrayed. The nun Purnima feels the pangs of Separation. Where the monk Gyan’s journey for truth ends,
the journey of nun Purnima begins. The fire in the monastery is like a catalyst that brings different modes
of imagination together. The fire may also imply the Maoist
insurgency in Nepal or the growing dissatisfaction of Tibetans in China’s occupation of Tibet. More than
three dozen self-immolation or Tibetan monks and nuns shows the strong protest against the religious
suppression by China in Tibet. Tibetans were forced to renounce their spiritual leader, the exiled Dalai
Lama and profess loyalty to China.

Mahendra Dhungana
Teacher
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ARTICLE

JUST GO WITH THE FLOW
We were a group of four who met at the same college. When we decided to be friends we didn’t vow to

share secrets or dreams to connect life so closely together. And as we grew together we shared everything from clothes to shoes to problems to happiness and sorrows all of it. You know at that age you’re
carefree, your path seems unclouded and all you can think of is enjoying life, having fun. We never had any
problems with our grades, as long as we could get a passing mark what was there to worry, anyways. We
didn’t dread graduation but wow life sure has enough petty ways to hit you doesn’t it?
At twenty two when we had our passing transcript in our hands and the thing left was to get a job that
would suit our financial needs, we never for once thought things would turn out to be this unpleasant.
You know in this world beauty wins everything .That was just it, one of my friend got everything easily
because she was pretty. Whereas the one who was always making an effort failed to get the job because
she didn’t appeal to the eyes. The next friend was rich and didn’t really require the job. We realized our
differences and we started drifting apart slowly and failing as friends, jealousy and envy cropped in our
relationship.
Everyone has their own fate and own problems. Every other person that might be a winner in our eyes
may actually be struggling from within. I wish we didn’t start hiding our problems, I wish we had vowed
the first time we met to not let things go on this forbidden way but since things had gone wrong, there
was no going back it was only becoming worse.
The one who got a job was scolded everyday because she couldn’t do her work properly, and she cried
everyday, those were her demons. The hard working friend applied for several jobs but nothing worked
out as she was frustrated, those were her demons. The rich friend decided she would go abroad for her
further studies, but didn’t want to leave us in this adverse state, those were her demons.
I wanted to find a good man and get married to him and live a happy life but instead got a play boy.
But how did we deal with those demons ? We talked it out, we shouted at eachother even threw things.
We realized friendship isn’t only about celebrating and sharing happiness sometimes it’s to let out the
worst in you. That way you can get help. A life without good friends is a life wasted. We have had this habit
5
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of forgetting birthdays but now we forgot the envy
and jealousy which had sprung up.
This is to young girls here, your friends will be the
most valuable gifts you will ever receive, so cherish them. Smile with them in their glee, cry with
them in their sadness, make sure you exchange
gifts once in a while cause that’s just how we girls
roll.
I am getting married this month, at twenty five
and they are by my side running here and there
in my wedding preparation. At twenty five we are
all happy and at twenty five we have left our de-

mons a little behind. They may be lurking anytime
soon so just keep yourself ready. Life isn’t a popularity contest, it’s alright to have just two friends
and you don’t have to make sure they are worth it
just make sure you make them feel that it’s worth
being their friend. At twenty five today while I am
writing this we have decided to go on a vacation
before my wedding to this place we always wanted to and we are sharing the same pack of chips.
Don’t wait till twenty five just go give your precious
friends a little hug right now, GO gogo !! “

Kcmitians

ARTICLE

SNEHA’S CARE
Sneha’s Care is a government-registered nonprofit
organization. It focuses on rescuing street dogs and
nurturing them in the best possible manner. To make
it simple, Sneha’s Care has turned into an animal
shelter from November 2015. The organization rescues injured street dogs and keeps them in its shelter until they recover. It does not matter what type of
disease they have, they give their best to cure them.
Their objective is to get the community involved as
much as possible and raise awareness in animal welfare in the hope of changing the general attitude of
people towards street dogs. In a short period of time,
this organization has been able to rescue most of the
dogs and animals from streets and has taken care of
them under the personal guidance of the founder,
Ms.Sneha Shrestha. Sneha’s Care has been taking
care of neglected and rejected dogs and giving them
a warm home.
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SONAL SHARMA
BIM 7TH

The organization rescues
injured street dogs and
keeps them in its shelter
until they recover. It does
not matter what type of
disease they have, they
give their best to cure
them.
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ARTICLE

NARAYAN KOIRALA
BIM 4TH, Section A

The essence of Sanatana Dharma “HINDUISM”
Mostly, considered as the most oldest, predominant and indigenous religion, of the indian subcontinent, Hinduism is known to its followers as
Sanatan Dharma. Hinduism has no single founder
and is formed of diverse traditions including wide
spectrum of locus and prescriptions of daily morality based on the notion of karma, drama and
societal norms. The basic, features include diversity, lack of compulsion and the richness of the various ways it makes its followers practice its beliefs
and tradition. Taking about the real meaning of
Hinduism. Hinduism never compels anyone to go
through any hard and fast rules and regulations. It
is very open about following the beliefs and ways
of thinking mentioned in the sared books. There
are many weaknesses in the belief of Hinduism,
mostly witchcraft, sati, and taboos on love marriage. Unfortunately these are practised by fake
god men but Hinduism describes God in a very different way. Hinduism is like a river and its followers
are the water molecules. The moment these molecules leave the source, the river gives them their
purpose to always progress towards the destination, the vast infinite ocean. The molecules stumble, crumble and tumble, but the river shows them
the right path. Molecules pass through the beautiful mountains and cities, sometimes through
rocky mountains but the river tells them the value
7
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of happiness and sadness on the path of the journey. The molecules of mountain show their true
identity, it tells molecules that the inner self is all
that matters while the external is temporary and
in significant. The molecules may deviate and go
through many difficulties but the natural cycle always brings them back to the river and the river
readily leads them to the ocean.
This is the essence of Hinduism; it gives a path, a
guiding light to an individual, so that he/she can
merge with the infinite one. It only expresses the
identity of the inner self which is untouched by the
external world. It teaches us that every part of life
like success, failure, sadness and happiness are an
integral part of one’s journey and one shouldn’t
get influenced, discouraged or distracted by these
forces.
There is no definite way to reach the infinite, Hinduism is open and dynamic. It has received invaluable contribution from great saints, but unfortunately at some time, it has also become corrupted
from fake god men and selfish saints who misinterpret and misguide other primarily for their own
benefits.
In a nutshell, the essence of Hinduism is freedom.
The teachings of Hinduism can be summarized as
“be morally perfect, experience truth and be free.”
www.kcmit.edu.np
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ARTICLE

CYBERBULLYING
ANIL BHOMI
BIM 7TH

Cyberbullying is the use of technology to harass,
threaten, embarrass, or target another person, it
occurs among young people. When an adult is involved, it can be a case of cyber-harassment or
cyber stalking. With the increased use of communication technology, cyberbullying has become increasingly common, especially among teenagers. It
can take place on social media sites such as Facebook, Myspace, and Twitter or on gaming. Cyberbullying can be easy to spot and sometimes it also
can happen accidentally. Nevertheless, a repeated
pattern of emails, texts, and online posts, Instant
Messages, MMS is rarely accidental.
When cyber bullying occurs it is often followed by
negative effects. It affects people at any age, including children, teens and adults who feel very
distressed when being bullied online.
The signs of cyber bullying include:
• Not wanting or skipping to go to school, college,
office.
• A sharp drop in grades, performance and attitude.
• Sudden self-esteem issues.
• Unseasonal illnesses.
• Use of alcohol or drugs.
What to do if you’ve been cyber bullied, or are worried about someone who may be the victim of bullying? Here are things that can be done to protect
www.kcmit.edu.np

oneself from being cyber bullied.
• Never share passwords for your computer, cell
phone or social media profiles.
• Never share anything personal with anyone that
could potentially put it on the Internet. That includes pictures, secrets or information on others
that you may have.
• Block the person doing the cyber bullying.
• Turn off your technology. Sometimes you need to
take a break and step away from being engaged all
the time.
5 steps to take action against cyber bullying:
• Report EVERY incident of bullying,
• Findout the source and report to network administrators, as well as authorities.
• installation monitoring software on your computers.
• Have a zero tolerance policy against cyber bullying.
• Get involved in what your child is doing or always
monitor their activities on social media.
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FACTS

TIPS

Wow women you are not weak

Study Tips
NARAYAN KOIRALA
BIM 4TH, Section A

PRAVA BISTA

BBA 6TH, Section A

* 2o% of women in the U.S. earn at least
$5000 more than their spouse.
* Marahat Arthunduage of Columbia, South
America became a mother at the age of nine.
* Catherine, the queen of France had a waist
line of 13 inches.
* A lady named Diane Bhrarikat of Australia
gave birth to 9 babies in one day.
* The youngest girl to ever be divorced was
10 years old.
* In Russia there are 9 million more women
than men.
* A lady of West Germany named Kunzrgiya
Sorbat had 9 feet 15 inchs long hair.
* Pigmy wives in Congo valley of Africa safeguard their husbands from other women by
imprinting their names on their forehead.
* Mother of highest number of children Albina
of Chile, had 55 children till the age of 56, She
gave birth to twins several times.
* Women were first allowed to participate in
the Olympic games in 1900.
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Every student spends a lot of time studying and
almost every one of them would like their study
to be more efficient.
Here are some basic tips to manage your time
better when studying

Study period lengths
Don’t make your breaks too long. 40 minutes of
studying and then a half hour break is not effective because you then get totally out of the flow.
Of course you will need a longer break once or
twice per day for lunch and dinner, but your other
breaks should be much shorter. You also don’t
want to study for too long at a time, because your
brain gets fatigued and after a while it needs rest.
90 minutes is probably the maximum you should
go before taking a 10 minute break, and usually
60 minutes is enough.

Scheduling
Setting strict times for studying is a good way
to go. It’s really hard to be disciplined about this
sort of thing, so you probably need someone to
help you keep to the routine that you set. Other
strategies to help you keep to your schedule: you
can put a reminder on your phone to buzz you
when it’s time to study, or you can write the times
you’ve set for your study above your desk.
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Set a list of your to-dos
It’s important to write a list of all the things you need to study. Plan it carefully, and be very specific on
this list. So instead of saying “study math,” write something specific such as “read pages 34-58 of the
mathematics textbook.” When you accomplish each task tick it off the list.

Cramming before exams
Everyone tells you to space your studying throughout the year and not to wait until the end of the year
to try and fit everything into a couple of weeks’ worth of intense studying. Whilst you should study
throughout the whole year, the truth is that cramming does work. An extra burst of intense studying just
before exams helps you to remember a lot more for that particular exam. It’s fresh on your mind when
you study the material just before your exams.
Another important factor is regular exercise. If you are studying for 50 minutes, then take a 10 minute
break. DON’T WATCH TV DURING THIS BREAK, because it will interfere with your proper study routine.
Instead, the best thing you can do is 10 minutes of exercise. It can be a quick run, some aerobics or
whatever other exercise you like doing, but make it something that’s quick. Exercise gets your mind off
the studying and helps you concentrate.

Watch what you eat
Eating a lot of sugary food is really bad for your
concentration. You need to eat food with a minimum of sugar, and also reduce white bread and
other simple carbohydrates. Coffee is actually not
too bad for your concentration if you drink it only
occasionally.

Other important tips
• Get plenty of sleep. Most people need at least 8
hours per night. Your brain needs sleep to recover
and to help remember information more effectively.
• Choose carefully what you do during your relaxation and down time. Relaxing your mind is important
during study breaks, but TV, video games and other stimulating activities will not allow you to relax
properly. Exercise, on the other hand, is a great thing to do during a break

Minimize distractions
Eliminate everything that might be a distraction in the area where you are studying. Make sure there’s
nothing nearby that might be tempting. If you love surfing the net, turn off the internet while you study.
If you are totally into video games, discipline yourself to only play them after you have finished your
studying as a reward. Don’t put the video games anywhere near your study area.
Watching TV whilst studying is a very bad idea and makes your studying really ineffective. You need to
minimize all distractions and TV is a big one even if it’s just on in the background.
www.kcmit.edu.np
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Your study environment
• Turn off your phone and internet while you’re studying.
• Definitely turn off the TV!
• Make sure that any music you listen to is actually helping you study and not a distraction. Music is ok,
but whether it helps or hurts is a personal thing. You’re the only one that will know.
• A straight back chair that is not too relaxing is much more effective. Don’t use a chair that’s too comfortable or one where you tend to lean back or hunch over.
• Good lighting and temperature are essential. If it’s too hot it will be harder to concentrate, so it’s better
if the temperature is a little cool.
Time of day when to study
Studying at the same time each and every day helps. Most people find it more effective to study during
the day rather than at night, because they can concentrate better. But if you are a real night owl, then
you may find that your ability to concentrate at night is just fine.
These are a few basic tips for effective studying. Apply these ideas when you’re studying and soon you
will see a big improvement in how you manage your time and your study productivity.
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ARTICLE

Life is all about learning
PADAM RAJ UPADHAYA
BBA 2nd

Normally I try to avoid dispensing free advice because I know how difficult it is to put it into practice.
And there is nothing more depressing than a good
advice. But for the time being I can’t resist myself.
So here it goes…… Despite friends and family, youth
is probably the loneliest period of one’s life but it is
the most exciting and can be a greatly satisfying
period of life. Try not to plan too much and don’t
worry too much. Every week keep asking yourself, ”Am I anxious? If yes, why? What is it that I’m
so anxious about?” Confront the problem in your
life ahead. Don’t ever forget that it’s not so much
money, material and achievement that make your
life but the people around you and your relationship with them. But never underestimate the im-

portance of money. It’ll always be the most helpful
and the best friend of yours. So always have some
amount of it saved with you. Try to gain independence in thought and action as much as possible in
www.kcmit.edu.np

your life. Preserve your self-respect. You’ll meet a
lot of people in your life. It’ll never be possible for
you to build permanent relationship with them except with a few loved ones. Sometimes you would
lose your loved ones. Some will betray your trust
and hurt you, but remember nothing stops the
flow of life. They say, “The show must go on” I say,
“the show will always go on, with you or without
you” so don’t stop anywhere. Develop a healthy
distrust in people but also learn to trust the right
people at the right time. Nobody is good or bad all
the time. You may find the cruelest and ruthless
one doing kind acts and the kindest and the best
doing cruel things. Don’t get perturbed by it. Life
is paradoxical and so are the people. You are also
one of all the people. Love someone deeply and
violently. It ‘ll elevate you,will give meaning to your
life,Lest life becomes meaningless. If it ever happens that you open your eyes some day and find
that the world is a lot more horrible place than you
ever imagined, don’t weep. You will find solace in
your love. So find someone and love him/her more
than yourself. That will give you enough reason to
stand up to the horror, cruelty and ruthlessness of
the world. Always be loyal and helpful to your family, your brother and sisters. No matter who says
what, the one who are related to you by blood will
always be closer to you than anybody else. Take
care of your health and your body. Don’t drink too
much and don’t smoke. It will greatly reduce the
quality of your life in later years. Have a steady
and balanced lifestyle. Draw some sweat from
your brow every day. You will reap its benefits for
KCMIT Montage | 12
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all your life. Don’t let your work eat your life completely. Give yourself and your family some time. Have
fun. It’s not a crime to have fun and to be happy. The greatest regret that most people have at the end of
their lives is that they worked too hard and never gave themselves enough time to live life fully. Don’t ever
compare yourself with others. Believe me, you are far too special than anybody else in the world. Don’t
spend your life to be someone else. It’s your life. Take control of it. What else can I say? In future if I were
to leave a note behind for my son and daughter, before passing away, I wouldn’t change a word from the
above lines. If you are still reading patiently all that I have written above, I want to make a last point. This
is the gist of what I have learned all through my life. Get yourself so busy living life that you never feel like
reading or listening to so much crap for so long. Why waste time when life is short !!!

ARTICLE

SANDESH DHUNGEL
BBA 6th

UNIVERSE,
AN UNSOLVED MYSTERY
The universe is commonly defined as everything
that exists. It includes all kinds of physical matter
and energy, the planets, stars, galaxies, and all the
contents of space. Scientists believe that about
13.7 billion years ago, a powerful explosion called
the Big Bang happened. This powerful explosion
set the universe into motion and this motion continues ever today. Scientists are not sure if the
motion will stop, change direction, or keep going,
forever.
Where the universe came from and where it is going? Was there a beginning of the universe, if yes
then what was before that? Where our universe
ends? Does it have any boundary? If so then what
is outside it? Such question put a person in a dilemma, who is the beginner of cosmos study.
So you think you know your universe? Here are
some most interesting facts about the universe.
13 | KCMIT Montage

->The earth is not flat but the universe is.
->A huge chunk of it is made up of things we can’t
see.
->Its members are in a hurry to be as far away
from each other as possible
->To gain a deeper understanding of it, we need to
study structures smaller than the atom.
->It was hot when it was young.
->It will be cold when it grows old.
The Universe itself is a bamboozling word. Trying
to understand the universe is like crying to solve a
tough mathematical problem. Understanding the
universe may lead into an unsolved mystery.
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ARTICLE

MAGNIFICENCE OF CALMNESS
AYUSH DUWADI

BBA 4th

Life today is a constant struggle of being yourself
and wanting to be someone else. With the immense
technological advancement and modernized lifestyle, people today live a very hectic and stressful life.
Due to the growth and colossal appeal of social medias individuals are subconsciously drawn towards
a particular set of guidelines and rules which play a
major role in making today’s individual live a more
traumatic life. In our fast-paced competitive society,
stress can sabotage the enjoyment of our everyday
life. Some might maintain that stress is not all bad
as it motivates us and keeps us going but when it is
chronic it may be counter productive.
Calmness is a state of tranquility of the mind. Calmness is the singleness of purpose, absolute confidence and conscious power focused in an instant.
No person lives their life more fully, more intensely and more consciously than the one who is calm.
Calmness helps focus on the clear destination of life,
setting you apart from the noise and disturbances of
the world.
Most people today fail to realize that life is a ship
drifting in the ocean of time. Rushing life is in resemblance to sailing with no compass or no known port
but calmness helps to define the course of the journey and equip us to deal with the storm, fog, danger, hidden reefs that lie ahead of us. keeping calm
and serene makes us realize that in these crisis of
www.kcmit.edu.np

the voyage we need a clear mind and cool head; we
have nothing to do but live each day, the best we
can with the light we have. Though the course may
be changed for a while we will get back to the true
channel and head towards the harbor. How the harbor is reached matters no more and calmness awaits
as we know we have done our best.
Through the process of living life we tend to plan a
little too much that we lose touch of the moment
and undervalue the precious time available to us at
the moment. You cannot leap forward in the future
or go back in time. Existence only allows you to be
in the moment. So, why ruin the moment worrying
about any other time other than the present.
Moreover, Hinduism has always emphasized on the
importance of living in the moment, but with the influence of the western world over our lives we dwell
in a more tense manner. As a matter of fact, the main
essence of the Bhagwat Gita is “Do your deed but
don’t expect results.” It also focuses on not worrying
about the days to come and to focus only on today
with calmness. No man or woman is permitted to the
future of their life, the finality. The world commits to
us only new beginnings, new wisdom and new days
to use our knowledge and ability.
When the worries and problems of the world begin
to wear upon you be calm, stop for a while, rest for
a moment and let the calmness and peace assert
themselves. Don’t let those irritating outside influences get the better of you. Be the best version
yourself everyday and most importantly live.
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sljtf

POEM

5f]/L

l/ofzf bxfn

BBA 5

TH

5f]/Lsf] of] h'gLnfO{, x]nf u/L x]g]{nfO{,
cfkmgf] zlSt b]vfpg] 5f}F, ca log}nfO{,
xfdL klg ;Gtfg xf}F, oxL g]kfnL cfdfsf,
:jl;t lkl8t r]nL xf}F, lxdfn, kxf8, t/fO{sf,
xfdL r]nL g} 8f8fF kf/L
;Dem]/ cfdfnfO{, /'G5f} w/w/L,
/ft lbg bfpF/f 3f;, xTs]nfdf 7]nf,
c+z vfg] 5f]/f dfq}, 5f]/LnfO{ rflxF x]nf,
g ;'lglbg] sf]lx 5, g a'lem lbg] sf]xL 5
of] kfkL ;+;f/df, cfkmgf] klxrfg u'dfOFb} 5,
5}g s'g} sfd To:tf], 5f]/Ln] ug{ g:sg],
Vff]n cfvfF x6fp k6\6L gafg x} gb]Vg],
xfdL klg ;S5f}F, cfO P la P k9\gnfO{
xfd|f] klg clwsf/ 5, cufl8 a9\gnfO{,
hfu p7 gf/Lxf] ca 8/ 5}g,
Ps dfq xftn] tfnL aHb}g\
Ps xft k'?if xf], csf]{ xft gf/L,
s'g} klg km/s 5}g, b'j} a/fa/L ..
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A WISH TO HAVE WINGS

PRAVA BISTA

BBA 6TH, Section A

I WISH TO HAVE WINGS
WITH WHICH I COULD FLY IN THE SKY
NO BOUNDARIES, NO WALLS, NO OBSTACLES
ONLY FREEDOM AND RIGHTS
I WOULD LOVE TO HAVE THOSE WINGS
WHICH WOULD TAKE ME HIGH
IN THOSE MOMENTS I COULD LIVE MY WHOLE
LIFE
I COULD TOUCH THE CLOUDS AND WATCH
DOWN FOR A WHILE
WHERE THERE WILL BE A DIFFERENT WORLD
WHERE THERE WILL NOT BE SORROW AND
FEAR
ONLY HAPPINESS AROUND AND PLAYFUL
SIGHTS
I WISH TO HAVE WINGS
WITH WHICH I COULD FLY OVER THE SKY
I WANT TO FEEL THE BEAUTY OF LIFE
FOR A LITTLE WHILE I WANT TO FORGET
MY WHOLE ENTIRE LIFE
NO CASTE, NO RELIGION, NO CULTURE
IN THE NAME OF WHICH I WOULD FIGHT
ONLY THE WINGS WITH WHICH I WOULD FLY
HIGH
A WISH TO HAVE WINGS
TO FLY OVER THE SKY
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ARTICLE

Motivation is one of the most important factors
in determining the level of success that you will
achieve. Motivation is required throughout the
entire goal process. The following are some key
reasons why motivation is so important:

1. Identifying a goal
Goals come from a desire to change something
in your life. You may be motivated by positive or
negative factors. Maybe you are unhappy with
some aspect of your life. If this is the case, you
would identify what you want instead and set
a goal to achieve it. Alternatively, there may be
something which you enjoy in life but you would
like to experience more of it or, there may be
something which you would like to add to your
life.
Whether it is a desire for change, a desire to
add more or, a desire to add something new, it
is motivation for improved circumstances which
inspires the goal.

2. Prioritization
Whatever you want to achieve in life, you will
need to commit yourself to it and focus your
energy on it. There is only so much that you can
do as time and energy are limited resources. As
you are constantly inundated with things that you
could do, you need to be able to prioritize your
activities and focus on the most important tasks.
www.kcmit.edu.np

BARSHA BHATTA

BBA 6th

This allows you to achieve your best results.
Motivation is critical in helping you to determine
which activities should be prioritized.

3. Action
Anybody can draw up a plan but the value of
that plan will never be known until you put it into
action. Setting a goal is not enough to achieve it.
You need to take consistent, decisive and effective action to bring that goal to reality. The difference between those who consistently take action
towards their goals and those who do not, is motivation. There will be days when you don’t really
want to do anything. On these days, it is your high
level of motivation that will push you through.

4. Overcoming setbacks
One of my favourite books is “The Success Principles(TM): How to Get from Where You Are to
Where You Want to Be” by Jack Canfield. In one
section of the book, Jack provides a rather amazing statistic. He tells us that 94% of all salespeople have given up on the sale after the 4th time of
asking but 60% of all sales are made after the 4th
time of asking. That means that 94% of salespeople miss out on the chance of making the sale
because they don’t have the motivation to keep
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asking.
This can be applied to all goals. How many times have you given up on something just because you hit
an obstacle? Almost any goal worth achieving is going to require some resilience. You will hit obstacles
and when you do, you must decide whether you will continue or give up. Motivation will ensure that you
keep going.

5. Staying the course
Many of your most important goals will require a great deal of time to accomplish. It is easy to lose
motivation and lose sight of your objectives. If you allow this to happen, you may never reach your goal.
It requires special kinds of people to keep their eye on the prize for a long period of time and, keep taking
consistent action towards their goal. What makes these people special is that they are highly motivated
and they take action to reinforce their motivation on a regular basis.
A clear vision for life and, effective goals to realize that vision, are essential if you want to live your best
life. However, goals and a vision are only dreams unless you take consistent action to bring them to life.
To take this consistent action requires motivation. Motivation rarely happens by accident and, when it
does, it rarely lasts for long. If you want to experience the long-lasting motivation which will help you to
stick with your most important goal, from conception to achievement, you are going to need to work on
it. No matter what goal you set, never lose sight of your need for motivation as it will be the one thing
that will push you through the tough times.

GOVINDA ARYAL

BIM 7th

4th Generation
Network(4G): Possibilities and
Challenges in Nepal
We don’t need to be a technologist nor an engineer to understand what 4G is and the services we get from
4G. 4G is an acronym for fourth generation of mobile communication technologies. In Nepal, current mobile technology ranges from 2G to 3G. It is the next evolution to the Nepali Telecommunication Company
and the Nepali people. The 4G technology is broadly named as LTE. LTE is the Long-Term Evolution which
17 | KCMIT Montage
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is the advance version of 3G network. It is the initial release (3.9G) of LTE. The actual 4G is called
LTE Advance. Significantly, the 4G network has the
high internet facilities and other services and the
video broadcasting service.
The LTE network provides a very fast online
streaming of data without any buffering and we
can access rich contents, play online HD games,
work on multimedia applications such as e-learning using this service. It provides high upload and
download speed. 4G technology is very powerful
and is useful for accessing the business applications and using the network service one can make
video calls based on various IP Addresses.
4G is described as MAGIC: Mobile multimedia,
Any-time anywhere, Global mobility support, Integrated wireless solution, and Customized personal
service.
In Nepal, the major operator namely, Nepal Telecom and Ncell are going to launch the 4G service
very soon. The 4G network seems to have high

www.kcmit.edu.np

speed internet service. Up to now Nepalese people are using 3G network in the city areas and 2G
network in the rural areas. We can analyze that the
4G service is also going to give its shadow to the
people of city areas only in the very beginning.
4G LTE wireless broadband is 10 times faster than
3G and is able to handle download speeds between 5 and 12 Mbps (Megabits per second) and
upload speeds between 2 and 5 Mbps, with peak
download speeds approaching 50 Mbps. It is very
fast so the cost of the network also differs very
much. It provides quick download of files over a
wireless network and provide an extremely high
voice quality.
In context of Nepal, there are various people using the smartphone. They are manufactured to
support 3G network. So, when the 4G is launched,
people unwillingly will have tos buy the new
smartphone which supports 4G. It is impossible to
make the current equipment compatible with the
4G network.
The current high end smartphone range supports
4G LTE in the frequency bands that is quite popular
in this part of the world. The LTE dongles can be
used to connect it with the computer to use the
4G technology for the specified frequency band.4G
is mainly about two things – cost and user experience and if it is the right price, people will use it
for sure.
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of}g zf]if0f
;a} s]6f Pp6} eOlbPsf] ePcfh d cfkm\g} xh'/a'jf, a'jf, bfh'efO of egf} ;a} k'?ifk|hfltnfO{ 3[0ff ul//x]sf] x'Gy] xf]nf .
Pp6} sf]vaf6hlGdPsf ;Gtfgsf] t ljrf/, b[li6sf]0f, Jojxf/ km/s x'g] ub{5 eg], oxfFk'?if t dfgjleqsf] Pp6f k|hftL g
xf] . Pp6fsf] ;kmntfnfO{ ;a}sf] uj{sf] ljifoagfpglxrlsrfpg] xfdLn] g]kfnsf] Ps ltxfO{ hg;+VofnfO{ Pp6fsf] Jojxf/n] sf]lr/xg' dfgjtfleq k5{ h:tf] nfUb}g . Pp6} s'/f km/s lsl;daf6a'em\g ;Sg' g} dfgjtfsf] klxrfg dflgG5 .{{;a}
s]6f anTsf/L xf]Ogg t/ anTsf/L ;a} s]6f x'g\ Ú . {sfn] sfdL / sfdLsfn] Pp6}' ePsf]] ;'g]/x'ls{PsfxfdLn] ;fob clxn]
pn{bf] ?kdf /x]sf] ljs[ltnfO{ klgToxL ;Fut'ngfug{ yfnL;Sof} .
anTsf/ of egf} of}g zf]if0f tTsfnLg kl/l:yltdf g]kfnsf] 7'nf] ;d:ofaGg yfln;s]sf] 5 . sltkPn] ef/tdf a9\bf] ?k
lnO{ /x]sf] o; ljs[tL g]kfnn] klg k5\ofO/x]sf]5 eGg] u/]sf] kfOG5 . x'g t xfdLklx/g, vfgf b]lv x/]s s'/f klZrdL
d'n'saf6 g} gSsnug{ dflx/ eO;s]sf 5FfF} .xfd|f] ;dfhklZrdL ;dfheGbf km/s /x]sf] 5 . wd{, ;+:s[lt, e]ife'iffb]lv lnP/
e'–agfj6;DdklgpgLx?;Fu d]n vfb}gfF} . ;f]Rg] z}nL / ljsfzdfxfdLeGbfb'O{ kfOnf cufl8 /x]sf pgLx?nfO{ ljrf/n] eGbf
e]ife'iffn] 6Ss/ lbgvf]Hg' c? 3f]8f r9]sf] b]v]/ cfkm' w'/L r9\g' h:t} dfGg ;lsG5 . cfw'lgstfsf] gfddfxfdLcfkm\gf] e]
ife'ifflal;{/x]sf 5fF} . ljsl;tx'gvf]Hg' g/fd|f] t kSs} xf]Og t/ g]kfnL ;dfhdf a;]/ lab]zL klx/g / ;+:sf/ sf] gSsn
ug{ vf]Hg' sfusf] x'ndfas'NnfaGg' ;/x xf]. xfd|f cfdf, lbbL, efph'n] lz/b]lv kfp;Dd ;f8L a]/]/ nufPsf] b]v]/ x'ls{Psfxfd|fbfh'efO ev{/sLhjfg s]6Ln] lt3|f b]vfP/ nufPsf] 5f]6f] jfglk;kms]{/ x]g'{ crDdxf] h:tf] nfUb}g . cem egf} sltko
s]6Lx?n] b]lvg]ul/nufPsf 5f]6f / kf/bzL{ sk8fn] x/]s s]6Lsf] OHht ;+s6df k/]sf] h:tf] nfU5 . xfdLcfh x/]s k'?ifnfO{ anTsf/L dfGg yfnL;s]sf 5f}F t/ d]/f] ljrf/dfhf] k'?if x'G5 p;n] s;}nfO{ klgTo:tf] gh/n] x]g]{ ub}{g . h;n] cGofo
u5{ To;nfO{ dfgj hflt leq ;dfj]z ug'g} dfgjhfltsf] ckx]ngfug'{ xf] . h;n] dfgjtf la;{g] ub{5 ,p;nfO{ kz'sf] bhf{
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lbg' untx'g] 5}g .
csf]{ gh/af6 x]g' kbf{dlxnfsf] pQfpnf] Jojxf/ dfqanTsf/sf] sf/0f xf] eGg' d'v{tf g} xf] . a'sf{ nufpg] b]zdf ;d]
t a9L/x]sf] o; ljs[tLklZrdLd'n'sdfeg] sd /x]sf] kfOG5 . of}gzf]if0f ga'em]sfaRrfb]lv lnP/ cGTo-cGTolt/sf] :jf;
lnO/x]sf a'9L cfdfx? ;d]t l;sf/ agL/x]sf] b]Vbfo;sf] k'/f bf]if k'?ifk|hfltnfO{ y'kfg{ dg nfU5 . of}g zf]if0f kl5sf]
xTofn] cem} ;dfhdf dlxnfsf] kl/l:yltnfO{ bofgLoagfpgyfn]sf] 5 . d[To' kl5 klg ;dfhn] lkl8t dlxnfnfO{ g} cf}+nf
p7fPsf] b]VbfrfFxLxfd|} cfdfx?n] 5f]/fsf] kIfdfaf]n]sf] h:tf] nfU5 . cfkm\gL 5f]/L c?s]6f ;Fu ;'/lIft 5}g ;f]Rg] ;dfhn]
cfkm\gf] 5f]/f ;Fu c? s]6L ;'/lIft5}gg\ eGg] slxNo} ;f]Rb}g . cg]s zf]if0f kl5 klg gfsr'Rrf] kfb}{ lxl8/x]sfk'?ifegfpbfx?sf] d'vdfy'Sg dg t nfU5 t/ lsglsg ;dfh ljrdfcfP/ pleg] ub{5 . o:t} kl/l:ylt /lx/xg] xf] eg] a'4 of ;u/
dfyfsf] b]zsf] ;6\6f g]kfnanTsf/Lsf] b]z efg]/ lrlgg w]/} ;do nfUb}g . lgw{Sscfkm\gf] lk8f ;a} ;fd' vf]Ng ;So}F] eg]
dfqklgafj' 5f]/L, bfh' alxgL, xh'/a'jfgfltgL h:tf kljq ;DaGw la;{g] zf]zsx?nfO{ ;hfolbnfpg ;lsG5 .
dflg; ljj]szLn k|f0fL, To; dfly klgxfdL t b]zsfk9]n]v]sf s0f{wf/x?, xfdLn] rfxg] xf] eg] c;DejoxfF s]xL 5}g .
clxn]sf] kl/l:yltdfuNtL s;sf] eg]/ 5nkmn ug'{ eGbfcfkm'n] laz]ift M k'?ifx?n] cfkm\gf] :jfy{ Tofu]/ b'/blif{ eO ;xL
af6f] ckgfpg a]; x'G5 . g]kfnxfd|f] xf], x/]s g]kfnLxfd|fcfkm\g} x'g\ clgcfkmGtsf] OHhtkmfn]/ cfkm' OHhtLnf] aGgvf]
Hg'aGr/fn] cfk\mg} 3'8f] tfSg'xf] . k'?if, dlxnfsf] ;Ddfgu¥of] eg] dfqk'?if x'G5 . l5d]sLx? s] ub}{5g\ eGbfklgxfd|f] b]z
s;/L /fd|f] agfpg] tkm{ Wofgfsif{0f ug{ ;Sof}F] eg] cfufdL k':tfsfdlxnfx?n] zf]if0f v]Kg kg]{ 5}g .

lGfTff Kff}8]n
BBA 6TH
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sljtf

sljtf

kYy/ ltdL

lbg]; bfxfn

BBA 4th

ltdL leq t]lTt; sf]6L b]jtf b]v]F .
rf}/f;L nfv ;hLj lglh{a b]v]F .
c0f', k/df0f', s0f, hn, jfo' b]v]F ..
ltdL t g af]N5f}, g RfN5f},
g HfN5f}, g 9N5f}, g ?G5f}, g xf:5f},
ltdLleq of] ;a b]Vg]
d]/f nf]rgsf] e|dlrb}{ 5' cfh ..
slt w]/} w]/}
uf]w'nLx? ljt] .
slt Kof;sf ;GWofx? lat].
6fg{} g;Sg] ef]sx? kmsfOP .
cfsfz prfNg] /x/x? hf]ltP .
Aoy{ d"NoxLg ePsf] 5 cfh,
ltd|f cufl8r9fOPsf]
d]/f] km'nsf] y'Fuf
h:fsf] c:ltTj vf]Hb} 5' ,
h:fsf] d"No a'em\b}5'
hLjg s]jn e|d leq alu/x]5
a:f\..
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b]zsf] lglDt n8\g]x?

/f];g afa' s6]n -g]rfnL_
BBA 2nd

Oiof{ ug]{x? ul//xG5g\ .
;Ddfgk"j{s ug{ b]p ..
kmn]/ a[If cfkm} g'lxG5 .
;xhtfk"j{s km'Ng b]pm ..
s'/f sfF6\]b} rNg]x? slt ;S5f}+ rNb} u/ .
Oiof{ 8fxfF ug]{x? 8fxfFdf g} dg]{ u/ ..
kfksf] 3}6f]F eg]{x? slt ;S5f} eb}]{ u/ .
afFb/sf] b]vfl;sL ug]{x? ub{}{ u/ ..
bDedf slxNo} bd gb]v .
anafg klg b'j{n aGg ;S5 ..
;S5f}+ lx8 ;Tosf] af6f]df .
ltdLnfO{ ;a}n] ho hosf/ ug{ ;S5 ..
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ARTICLE

How to build a positive Attitude?
“Our attitude towards life determines life’s attitude towards us”.
We’ve all heared about the power of our attitude and that it’s our attitude that
determines how much we succeed in life. I think we’d all agree that people with a
positive attitudes just seem to enjoy life more and are generally happier and more
successful. But how to we change our attitude? Here are some simple tips that can
SWETA RAWAL
help to change your attitude.
BIM 7th
* Look for the positive:
Start looking for what is right in the person or situation instead of looking for what is worng. Be an optimist.
Be strong that nothing can disturb your peace of mind. Make people feel that you appriciate their good qualities and strengths. Think only of the best, work only for the best, and expect only the best.
* Make a habbit of doing it now:
Get into the habbit of living int the present and doing it now. Never leave anything till tomorrow, which you
can do today.
* Develop an attitude of gratitude:
Count your blessings, not your troubles. There is lot to be thankful for.
* Build a self positive esteem:
Do something for those who cannot replay you in cash or kind. A healthy personality with high self esteem is
one that not only has its need to take but also to give.
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* Stay away from negative influences:
Lack of self esteem is when people donot have courage to say “No, thank you” and stay away from negative
influences. As they say, “Bad company corrupts good character”. Consider being friendly with new people,
espicially those who are optimistic and have a healthy attitude towards life.
* Start your day with something positive:
Start your day with something that does not depress you or make you feel powerless to cahnge life in some
small or bigger way.
You may be disappointed if you fail, but you will be doomed if you don’t try. So it is only right to strive to
have a positive attitude.

ARTICLE

RAJ KUMAR PANDIT

BBA

Am I the only one who is concerned about his first look? I am just one of a many. Everybody
is equally concerned about his/her first look in anybody’s eyes.
Do you know what is the first look of us students?
I am talking about the first look of your career – after you finish your student life.
What is that – that shows your First Look??
The answer is quite simple. It’s your CV.
Let me first ask you a question, have you ever seen the first look of a butterfly? How beau23 | KCMIT Montage
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tiful that is!!
Here I would like to have your concern on the pre-work (larva- cocoon stages) that a butterfly goes through before it attains its beauty. Yes! my friends, it must be your precise
work to be done before you write your CV. The CV must be neat and of good size.
What would be the good size of a CV?
Every person you talk to seems to have a different opinion on how it should be done, leaving you more confused than before. With only seconds to persuade an employer if you are
good enough for a job or not, you have to make every inch count. One reoccurring theme
is to have an extra page that is supposed to show off your experience. If you are adding
one more page to your CV, you are doing it all wrong, an employer will likely not even look
at any page beyond the first. Plain and simple, a page of CV is more than enough to show
you capabilities, qualifications, and experience. All you have to do is manage a space saving
layout that effectively uses up every inch of your CV in an intelligent way.
To demonstrate how effective a page of a CV can be, let me show you an example CV of
one of the most popular, elite and
successful person – Elon Musk,
CEO, Tesla Motors.

Oh! How beautifully it is done!
If Elon Musk can do it why can’t you?
It’s all simple though we may not have
had much experience as him.
Best of luck for your beautiful first look.

(source: noveresume.com)
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THE WOMAN
I FEARED
“Mom, we are all doing fine. I just got home from work. I need to get Danny and Daisy
changed and prepare for dinner too. Mark won’t be very happy if the table is not set for
dinner when he’s home (chuckles). I’ll call you later mom. Bye, I love you mom.”

A

t the other end of the phone, Kate stares blankly at the picture of Marcia on the wall (Marcia smiling
broadly on her graduation day); as her little girl says it all in a breath and hung up on her. Kate could
sense the tension and a pinch of panic in Marcia’s voice. It reminds her of almost 20 years back, when
what her daughter just said over the phone was how her conversations sounded like with others. It took
her back to the days when she would stay up with little Marcia so that she could count the stars on her
tiny fingers. Marcia always wanted to be an astronaut and would keep telling Kate she would reach the
stars someday to count them all. One day when her uncle visited, she learnt that the stars were just too
many to count on her tiny fingers. So she cried her eyes out and Uncle Ben had to promise her to take her
out for an ice-cream every weekend to calm her down (Kate smiles at the memory).
Kate puts the receiver down and walks to the kitchen. As she sits on the dining table, she remembers the
time when she, her husband and little Marcia would sit for dinner and not a dinner would pass by without
her husband complaining about the food. But Marcia would just smile on his comments and apologize for
the food, when what she really wanted to do was scream at the top of her lungs, “I am tired too. I just got
home from work and I had a really long day for myself”. Instead, she would bottle up all her feelings and
give a worried Marcia a reassuring smile.
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Kate recalls the moment when Marcia came home
with a Trophy she won to the Science Project in her
college; for which Kate had to do a lot of talking
with Marcia to convince her to sign up and keep
encouraging her the whole time. Kate wouldn’t
stop hugging Marcia, as god knew how proud she
was of her little girl. That day along with the trophy, Marcia had brought Kate the ticket to her favorite artist’s painting exhibition on New Orleans.
Marcia always knew how her mother loved to paint
and would be more than happy to go to the exhibition. But instead of being happy about it, Kate was
worried about what to say to her husband. She
knew her husband wouldn’t like the idea, especially when his cousins were coming to stay with
them in a few days. And just like she thought, her
husband didn’t like the idea and they both got into
a fight that night. So, Kate kept the tickets with
herself and Marcia couldn’t convince her mom into
going to the exhibition, the way her mother convinced her to sign up for the Science Project.
www.kcmit.edu.np

As thousands of memories flood in her head, she
thinks to herself, “Time flies in a blink of an eye. It just
feels like yesterday when Marcia would come home
from school and scream she’s hungry and the next
thing I know, she barely tells me if she had her lunch or
not. She would keep telling me she was sick and can’t
go to college, until I was convinced and would let her
stay home. And now, she tries to convince me that she
doesn’t get sick even once in 365 days (Kate rolls her
eyes). How Marcia would tell everyone she knows that
she was going to be an astronaut and everyone would
read about her in books and the next thing I know now
is, I see ME in HER . I see a 20 years earlier me, who
would rush back home from work ,picking up her kid
from school on the way, prepare for dinner, look after the family and house, take care of everyone and
run other errands I can’t even think of, that god knows
how I managed to do. I see a 20 years earlier me, who
set her dreams and everything she loved to do as a
young girl aside for her family, who was convinced
that she had the responsibility of everything and everyone on her shoulders. She became me, who learnt
that she was the medicine to everyone’s illness and
had to smile even at her worst to lift others up. She
learnt to be the guardian and a shoulder everyone can
lean on, on their hard times. She learnt to swallow her
pride even when she is right. Most of all she learnt to
put everyone else before her and weigh herself down”
Tears roll down Kate’s eyes, with guilt and pain all
over her chest. The guilt that if things would have
been different ,if she had not bottled her feelings
and swallowed her pride; if she had stood for what
she loved and did it ,to teach Marcia not to give up
on dreams; if she had given herself priority just the
way she prior everyone else’s happiness. As guilt
eats her heart while she keeps wondering how
things could have been like, she whispers to herself, “The woman who would lose herself to find
others. The woman I feared .The woman I became,
but didn’t want her or anyone else to be one. She
became the woman I feared she would become.”
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•

POEM

I believe.....

NABIN ISHU RAI

•

I believe.....

QUOTES

SUSMITA POUDEL
BIM 4th

I can see the sun’s ray have again
fallen in the rain
and I believe there’s always an angel who show
the
reflection of rainbow.
It’s a harsh world full of fake
smile and amusement, temperament they
make
and I believe there’s always an angel who got
a duty,
grow a blossom to depict them the real beauty
They say after every down’s there’s an up
who goes down also reaches the top
After every murk there’s a light
After every wrong there’s a right
And i believe there’s always an angel
who does this miracle
entire world is on war
everybody’s disgrace here to create a hate
to create a gap, make people far
Instead of a pleasant talk it takes form of a
debate
and I believe there’s always an angel who appears as dove,
teaches the people how to love
There’s always an angel,
the symbol of decency
who know the ways to accomplish the problem
with efficiency.
She is the queen of optimistic fancy
the mountains, oceans, island and all the nature’s beauty who
drew,
who assists everytime to form a friendly crew.
the alcohol of love, beauty, perfection, virtue,
grace and
courteousness who brew,
I strongly believe that this angel is YOU
27 | KCMIT Montage

Life is about making an impact, not making an
income.
Life isn’t about getting and having, it’s about
giving and being.
The mind is everything. What you think you
become.
Winning isn’t everything, but wanting to win is.
The best revenge is massive success.
It is during our failures that we discover our
true desire for success.
Learn to appreciate what you have, before time
makes you appreciate what you had.
It always seems impossible until it’s done.
Some people dream of success while others
wake up and work hard at it.
Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the
courage that counts.
If it’s important to you, you’ll find a way. If not,
you’ll find an excuse.
You don’t have to be great to start but you have
to start to be great.
Life has no remote. Get up and change it yourself.
The only thing that overcomes hard luck is hard
work.
To avoid criticism do nothing, say nothing, be
nothing.
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ARTICLE

SANGITA BANJARA

BBA 6th

Five Ways Entrepreneurs Can Gain a Competitive Advantage
What differentiates you from everybody else, and why should people choose you and your business over
your competitors? These are questions you should be asking yourself on a consistent basis, and as entrepreneurs we’re always looking for ways to increase our leverage.
Leverage can change your life and business, but only if you take full advantage of it.
In this challenging new economy you need every advantage you can get, especially in entrepreneurship
and business. Gaining the competitive advantage isn’t easy and chaos is almost guaranteed, but the upside outweighs the tough times. Here are five fail-proof ways to gain a competitive advantage as an entrepreneur:

1. Positioning is better than prospecting
Everybody is looking for prospects, clients and customers. This never-ending process will eventually burn
you out, and is tough to scale. An easier way to approach your business is to position yourself as the
leading authority, expert, specialist or trusted advisor on your subject. This takes strategic and intentional
action, but the rewards are exponential.
When you’re perceived as the expert, people will start coming to you rather than you chasing them. Be
more elite and exclusive, and make it an honor to work with you.

2. Plans fail, movements don’t
Reposition your business and make it “about something.” Think about Disney. It’s not about movies,
amusement parks or cruises, the company is where “Dreams come true.” Think about how Subway went
from being a fast-food chain to being a weight loss program.
The entrepreneurs on a mission bigger than themselves are always attracting top tier talent. Life becomes much more fulfilling when you become involved in a movement or a cause greater than yourself.

3. Stand on the shoulders of giants
You don’t need to reinvent the wheel, and you’re sure as hell you don’t need to figure everything out yourself. Find something that is already working and make it better. There is one saying in English:

“A penguin cannot become a giraffe, so just be the best penguin you can be.”
A smart person learns from his mistakes, as all successful people do, but those wanting world-class results learn from other people’s mistakes so they can shorten their learning curve, and not waste as much
time.
www.kcmit.edu.np
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4. Become a people developer
One of the biggest learning curves that a young entrepreneur goes through is realizing that things cannot
be done alone. You not only need a solid team around you, but you need to know how to develop and lead
that team.
When you watch sports, you’ll find the most successful team play well together, compliments each other
and has one single focus: winning. The same goes for business and life. The people you have in your inner
circle, and those you associate with the most are your team.
Who needs to be on your team to make sure you have a “dream team”? All successful people have mastered building teams, and have supportive people around them that compliment their strengths and make
up for their weaknesses.

5. Create raving fans and advocates
The likelihood of the marketplace responding because you want something which is non-existent! Business is the management of promises and if you can consistently deliver and exceed promises for all your
customers, you’re ahead of the game. It’s much more expensive to get a new customer than it is to take
care of the ones you have.
The purpose of business is to create raving fans and advocates, who will go out of their way to promote
what you do. Not because you asked them, but because they want to. Outstanding client support and
service is affected by every person in the organization -- from reception to the mail room to the CEO. You
must create a culture where people are passionate about meeting the clients needs.

ARTICLE

A PART OF WISDOM

In

my life, I met a girl and got into a relationship with her, we were so compatible, we
had good understanding and admirable love, we
had a lot of fun and we shared great moments. I
prayed for our love to last forever and I thought we
were inseparable.

But guess what?
Time passed and we fell apart. We had differences over small, daft and solvable issues. Happiness
29 | KCMIT Montage
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turned into sadness, smiles turned into tears, promises turned into lies, “I love you’’ turned into “I hate
you”, sweet names turned into ugly names, sweet words turned into abuses, great moments turned into
regrets and a great couple turned into strangers!
Honestly, it hurt me a lot back then and it scared me so much but it gave me lessons and it made me realize a lot of things.
Among the things that I realized are:
There is nothing in this world that lasts forever. Whether it’s sweet love, friendship, or anything, they all
come to an end at some point. People change and things change. They never stay the same or maintain
what they say or start with. People never appreciate or get enough of what they have. They always want
more and more. They are really hard to please.
People give up extremely fast. A small argument, misunderstanding, or rumor makes them give up easily.
They never think twice, they never search for the truth; they never fight for what they had. They just let
go without thinking twice.
People also forget soon. They are easily taken up by the excitement and love in the new found relationship. They forget what they had and what they have been through. They see it as nothing because of the
rough times encountered in it. They forget that the excitement in the new found love can also fade away
and become a war zone at some point.
People aren’t patient at all. They never want to start their relationship from the scratch. They want ready
made things, established people and a readymade good life. They think that’s all it takes to have happy
and endless love.
People aren’t loyal and trustworthy. They disappoint a lot, they lie, and they pretend, they give empty
promises, they fool around, they are never open enough and they waste a lot of our time.
There are many others but those are the major ones.

But what does that imply?
We need to enjoy what we have to the fullest while we still have it because you never know what will
happen tomorrow, we need to appreciate and be content with what we have, we need to have strong
hearts and be determined to finish what we start, we need not to excited and not to be taken in so easily
by new sugarcoated things and forget or throw away what we had or held on for so long, we need to be
patient enough and constructive, we need to trust but not 100%, we need to be careful with our fragile,
we need to learn to forgive and forget, we need to love but leave room for disappointments, & we need to
be careful with the people (friends) we share our secrets with.
Think about it and act accordingly.
KCMITIANS
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ARTICLE

LIFE
Life is the name of purpose, struggle, love, dedication and a number of feeling and emotions. Life has different meaning with different things but for humans and other living things the meaning of life is survival
and the propagation of one’s genetic material. Life has a different meaning with time. It depends upon
how one looks towards life and what is the strategy of learning an ideal life.
Life is what happens to us while we are making plans. Life is what you make it. Life takes a number of
twist and turns during its whole span. Life may not be kind to you all the time. There are tough times
which test your courage and capabilities. How well you tackle these conclusions prove your credibility. If
you avoid facing the hardships of life you do not have courage and stamina to stand in front of life’s demand. If there were no such thrills in life, it would be quite boring and monotonous. It would be hard to
approach your destiny. Incidents in life make you a strong nerved person.
“life is different from a teacher because a teacher teaches a lesson and takes the exam but life takes the
exam first and then teaches a lesson.”
When you are in love, life changes its meaning, priorities and requirements. Life seems to be confined
within the kingdom of your loved one’s heart. Life is a gift of God and to love and to be loved is the best
feeling in life which has no comparison. Don’t waste your life. Life should have some purpose. Life is
worthless without hope. Hope is the key element in life which never lets you down and keys your moral
high.

Life is a Gift- so let’s use it.
Life is an opportunity- let’s utilize it.
Life is a test- let’s try to pass it.
SUMAN ADHAKARI
BIM 4th
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ARTICLE

PRATISHTHA SUBEDI
BBA 6th

Birthday Forest
“Gift yourself the Greenest Gift”
How many times have you wished to plant trees? Did you get your wish fulfilled? I think no! as we all are
compelled to drop our wishes of planting trees for lack of sufficient mechanism.
Many organizations and associations urging people to plant and conserve trees are only limited to the
ads in the media which is not what we need.
The idea of Birthday Forest was convinced with the need of a platform with proper mechanism for
planting trees without any hassles.

What is Birthday Forest?

Birthday Forest is a platform that lets users plant trees on their birthdays, using ubiquitous mobile platform and internet as a medium. It intends to penetrate all kind of users, both in urban and rural areas of
Nepal (including Nepalese abroad). It aims to use information technology to reach the wide population
and give them a cause and a feeling of ownership and a feeling of self-satisfaction on their contribution
to the environment.
Not only on birthdays, but Birthday Forest also intends to involve students by collaborating with schools,
to plant trees on their behalf. It is free of cost. The concept of Birthday Forest is not limited as people
started to gift their near ones on different occasions like Mothers’ day, Fathers’ day, Valentines’ day,
Bhaitika and many others.

How does it work?

•User will be able to use “Birthday Forest’ interface to select forest/street location.
•Next is the selection of saplings favourable on their selected street/forest.
•Cost of saplings depend on units/user type/geo-location of the forest.
•Once the payment goes through, user can wait for the status to change “pending” to “planted”.

Business model

Birthday forest charges its user for planting tress via its system. 80% of the revenue will be shared with
the community forest and 20% will be shared with birthday forest.
“Co-operate with birthday forest and gift yourself the greenest gift”. You will be happy as the plant will
be growing along with your age.
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ARTICLE

Global Warming: A Planetary catastrophe
Looks like it will conquer the earth. Are we able to challenge it?
“Global warming is not a conqueror to kneel before but a challenge to rise to. A challenge we must rise to. ‘’
We all know about global warming and its effect on
humans. But we don’t know that the earth is now
at stake and it is all because of global warming. We
can find this topic in every school and college curriculum. Every other day articles are published on
this hot issue. But it doesn’t make any difference
because knowing about it and understanding it
are two different thing. Do we know that ancient
mammals have been extinct due to climate change
and do we know that ice frozen arctic is melting
day by day. The year 2015 is recorded as the hottest year in history. What worse thing can happen to the earth more than this. Above all there
arises a question; Are we really serious about this
catastrophe??
Global warming in simple words is a rise in temperature of the earth’s surface. The basic cause
seems to be a rise in the atmospheric carbon dioxide. Global warming is mostly being caused by human activities, mainly increasing concentrations of
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide. Carbon
33 | KCMIT Montage

dioxide in the atmosphere acts as a blanket, trapping heat and warming the planet. As we burn fossil fuels like coal, oil and natural gas for energy or
cut down and burn forests to create pastures, carbon accumulates and overloads our atmosphere.
Certain waste management and agricultural practices aggravate the problem by releasing other potent global warming gases such as methane and
nitrous oxide.
Climate change and associated impacts vary from
region to region. Anticipated effects include increase in global temperature, rising sea levels and
expansion of deserts in the subtropics. Other likely
changes include more frequent extreme weather
events including heat waves, droughts, heavy rainfall with floods and heavy snowfall, ocean acidification and species extinction due to shifting temperature regimes. Effects significant to humans
include the threat to food security from decreasing crop yields and the abandonment of populated
areas due to rising sea levels. Because the climate
www.kcmit.edu.np
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system has a large inertia and CO2 will stay in the
atmosphere for a long time, many of these effects
will not only exist for decades or centuries, but will
persist for tens of thousands of years.
As we can see that the effects of global warming
are long term, so global society is putting its full
effort to reduce its effect. But what about the destruction and losses which are already made. The
sea level is rising day by day and it seems that
many towns and cities are going to be abandoned
in the near future. Many species are already extinct and many are labelled as endangered. 2015
was the hottest year ever recorded in history. This
raised temperature was recorded in the age of dinosaurs. We cannot ignore the fact that many species of penguins have already been extinct around
the world due to massive climate change plus
many species are unable to find their best food. Either they will die due to unfavorable climate condition or they will die starving. It is just the beginning. Who knows what worse conditions we have
to face in the near future.
At this stage the majority of the population in developed countries have access to renewable energy through “green energy” offered by electricity
companies. Global warming gives worldwide effect and it is not easy to tackle when it is about
individual effort. But we should also keep in mind
that if one person makes some positive effort,
others around him will learn from him. We can use
energy efficient cars and light bulbs in our home.
Bio-fuel from waste resources can be alternatives
for fuel. Other options include promotion of behavior changes, and changing infrastructure in ways
that encourage lower-energy behavior. Building of
cycle-ways rather than highways, making com-

munities more walkable, making public transport
a more attractive option, and introducing congestion charges (as in London) are supported by many
sustainability advocates and organizations.
Reducing carbon emissions is not necessarily the
only or best way to prevent global warming. Reforestation is one of the best ideas among all the
alternatives. Reforestation takes decades to take
effect so it is worth starting now. But once started
it will be enough, fast enough to have major impacts. Other ideas may be reduction of sunlight
being absorbed by earth. Mirrors or dust at metastable Large range points between Earth and sun,
injecting aerosols (sulfur oxides) into the upper
atmosphere. These are ways which are extremely
expensive and almost impossible for a country like
ours. A country like ours can contribute in reducing
global warming by promoting fuel efficient behavior, proper waste management and preserving our
forest resources.
It is not only necessary for human beings but also
for the entire species of the earth to reduce global warming. Since all living beings are dependent
on each other through the cycle of ecosystem,
further degradation of the environment due to
global warming will surely lead to the extinction
of the entire species present in the planet. So, like
Leonardo Decaprio once said “Let’s not take

this planet for granted”.

BIJAYA PAUDEL
BBA 4th
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ARTICLE

ASHMIT RAJ CHALISE
BIM 5th

Khalasi
“Khale” or more precisely “khalasi” that’s what we call him. Nepalese people possess an immense feeling of disrespect towards the profession. Though most of the boys when small want to be a khalasi, as a
khalasi is always free to pierce his ears, wear any kind of top, color, cut or shape his hair however he likes,
wear grunge and hiphop jeans and always gets to take his head out of the window of the vehicle and yet
nobodysays a word. Overall the flair and energy of the Khale boys is what a kid would want to see in himself but as he grows up he is taught that being a Khale is not decent and something one must not be doing
if he wants to live a life with respect. To me a khalasi is a chaotic person who tries to maintain peace inside
the vehicle but the passengers barely cooperate. I bet we all have been told at least once by a khalasi
“tapai ali pachadi janus ta! pachadi sarnu na ! duita line banauu paryo, ali uta jaanu!” This is what a khalasi has
to say to his passengers and most of them reply with “yaha vanda uta thau chaina, katti manche kocheko
hola!” or “ma yehi agadi jharne ho arulai pathauna pachadi, la ma bato choddinchu “ and some just tend to
ignore his voice and choose to stay still wherever they are. With the motive of adjusting the maximum
number of people inside his vehicle, the khalasi always yells with all his might, he calls every single passenger and allots their seats. But as I previously stated, his passengers are the ones who don’t cooperate
with him. Many of them even get into an argument with him. I find it pointless when people argue with
the khalasi and complain to move backwards in the vehicle. Moving back is a help to the other passengers
because more the number of people the vehicle can transport, more people would benefit. It is also stupid
of people to fight over a rupee or two with the khalasi. One or two rupees doesn’t really make a difference
in their lives but the vehicle fare is how the khalasi and drivers make their living , it would be of some help
to them if people let them keep the extra one or two rupees. It is not different from any other business as
businessmen also earn by adding extra money to the price of their goods . It’s not only passengers who do
not cooperate, sometimes the behavior of some khalasis can also be very disturbing. To sum up I would
like the readers to focus on being cooperative and humble to the khalasi as they always try their level
best to help us reach our destinations, it is us who is responsible to make the vehicle move faster as our
cooperation with the khalasi will help the vehicle to move faster and reach our destination.
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13 Email rules which will save you time

LAXMI BHANDARI
BBA 6th

Email rule 1: Close your email
I don’t mean that you should stop using the email. I just mean that there is no need to have your email
open most of the time. I have read so many experts tell us that we should turn off the notifications
which tell that you have a new email.
However, I suggest you go one step further – if you are not working on your email, do not have it open.
There is no need to have it open in the background and you won’t be getting any alerts. Instead, you can
work on the task at hand; giving it your full attention.

Email rule 2: Have set times for checking your email
There are very few, people who need to check their email very frequently. For most people, four times a
day or less is more than sufficient. I know that Tim Ferris recommends far less frequency and that may
well work for some people.
When you have set times for checking your email, you are able to deal with a number of emails at one go
and get back to your work without having wasted too much time. Dealing with a number of similar tasks
(e.g. dealing with emails) at the same time is far more effective than responding every time that a new
email arrives.

Email rule 3: Unsubscribe from irrelevant email
We are all on email lists which communicate with us regularly. These often make up the bulk of the mail
that we receive. If you are not reading these emails, unsubscribe from them and you will dramatically
reduce the number of emails you see.
Note that you may also be receiving notification emails from systems that you have set up. For example,
every time that somebody signed up to one of my email lists, I was receiving a notification email. This
was adding up to approximately half of my daily emails. By turning off these notifications, I have a less
cluttered inbox which is far easier to deal with.

Email rule 4: Remember the greatest benefit of email
The greatest benefit of email is that we can communicate with others, anywhere in the world, without
both parties needing to be present at the same time. This means that I can send you a request for information today and you can reply to it when you get the time.
www.kcmit.edu.np
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A lot of people view the email like they view the telephone i.e. they expect an immediate response. They
then get impatient and send unnecessary follow up emails. If it is urgent, email is rarely the best option. When you use the email, exercise some patience and then allow the other person plenty of time to
respond. Where possible, send the email with plenty of time to spare.

Email rule 5: Have a ‘waiting’ folder
When I send an email for which I need a reply, I save a copy of that email in my ‘waiting’ folder. On a
weekly basis, I review my ‘waiting’ folder to see if there is anything which I need to follow up on. If there
is, then I send a follow up email or, if it has become urgent, I will make a telephone call.
A ‘waiting’ folder allows you to have patience because you know that you have a record of the request
for information and, you have a system which will remind you to follow up if you need to do so.

Email rule 6: You do not need to rush
Just as you should not rush anybody whom you send an email to; you should not be rushed by those
who have sent you an email. If they were in a rush, they really should have chosen a more appropriate
method of communication.
I aim to reply to all email within twenty-four hours and that is generally the standard in email communication. I often reply even more quickly, but twenty-four hours is a realistic time frame.

Email rule 7: Get to the point
Be respectful of others and their time. Email is not meant for essays. Get to the point so that they can
help you in the quickest time frame. Generally, there should be only one point per email however, if you
are seeking information, you may have a number of questions. In this instance, I find it best to number
the questions so that the recipient can be clear about what I am looking for.
The clearer you are about what you want; the easier it is for the recipient to handle your email. You do
not want to get into a lengthy exchange of emails trying to clarify what you are looking for. Take the necessary time to set your first email out correctly and you will find that it saves time for everybody.

Email rule 8: Clarity, clarity, clarity
Building on the previous point, make clarity the focus of your email. The subject line should make it clear
what can be expected from the body of the email. The first line should make it clear what you are looking for.
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Email rule 9: Closed questions
Open questions are a fantastic tool in communication but they are not really suitable for email. When
you ask an open question, you are inviting the other person to go off on a tangent. Email is all about
getting specific answers and information. To do this, it is best to use closed questions which require a
limited reply.
Not only does this save you time; it saves time for the recipient too because the more specific the question, the easier it is to answer.

Email rule 10: Only invite those necessary
One of the biggest killers of productivity is badly organized meetings. The biggest mistake with meetings is inviting people who do not need to be there. It adds unnecessary conversation and they are often
not up to the mark to speed with the topic which causes the problems.
The same goes for emails. Do not CC people on emails if it is not necessary. When you do, it is even
worse than inviting the wrong people to a meeting. You end up with an excessive amount of emails and
it becomes impossible to follow the thread of the conversation.

Email rule 11: Inform others
Most of your email is likely to come from the same few people. Tell them how you manage your email
and what they can expect when they email you. Most people are only too happy to behave accordingly
once they are clear about what is expected.

Email rule 12: Send your email on vacation
If you are going on vacation or you are going to be away for an extended period, you don’t want to come
back to an inbox full of email. It is more effective to have an out of office reply which informs the sender
that you are away and that when you return you will be deleting all your email. If their email is important, they can follow up with you upon your return.
This may seem rude at first but in reality it is highly effective. In many cases, they will find somebody
else to deal with it while you are away. If it needs to be you who deals with it, most people are more
than happy to take responsibility for their issue and contact you upon your return. This takes a great
deal of pressure off you.

Email rule 13: Don’t send the email
As already mentioned, most of our email communication is with the same small group of people. If this
is the case, it is often easier to note any requests you have for these people on a list. You can arrange to
meet them at least once a week and during that meeting, you can raise each of the issues that you have.
Where you only require information, there will often be no need for further communication; saving the
need to send multiple emails. Where the other person needs to come back to you, you can follow up the
meeting with one email which outlines everything that was agreed. These meetings, when organized
properly, are usually far more effective. Another benefit is that these meetings help to build better relationships.
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ARTICLE

JOYMI BAMJAN
BBA 4th

People never change,
they just grow up
“BEING A GROWNUP” these were the three magical words that I looked up as a kid, it meant being cool
and matured. We all wanted to be an adult as a child because it was being a changed person. But as years
pass by we begin to realize how wrong we were and start to reminisce our childhood. We perceive the
world, people around us from our view at a close range and realize we never changed, we just grow up.
Every year we cut our cake, blow the candles on the cake on our birthday, we can feel the duties and responsibilities being piled up and we grow up.
As a child, we wanted to be a doctor, an engineer but as years passed by our hobbies, aim in life, dreams
started varying. We believe that being practical means being a changed person but we are just lying to
ourselves. We consider ourselves to be grownup when with every lie we speak for our selfish benefit,
with every promise we break, every time we turn our heads from a helpless person because we are late
for our job, every time we go to our office meeting rather than at our child’s parents day program.
We grow up for ourselves, we grow because we want the society, people to accept us. We change our
likings and wants because the people want us to “grow up”. If we see 3 years old hawling and making a
fuss for a toy, we smile because it’s cute, but if a 13 years old and does a similar thing, we say “stop being
a baby, grow up”. We give so much priority to being accepted by people, their compliments, criticism, opinions that we change our own perspective and we grow up without being apprehended.
Change is when we look beyond ourself it is when we give priority to others benefit. Change is when one
gives up a kingdom, family and live in the woods as a sage to find wisdom and be known as “The Light of
Enlightenment”. It is when you go against people outlook on a job and help the war victim and change the
people’s opinion and be recognized as “The Lady with the Lamp”. It is when you have a “dream that your
children will not be judged by their skin but by the content of their character”. Change is when we make
the world respect and accept to our way of thinking rather than blending to their terms.
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PAWAN ARYAL

10 Sentences that
Can Change Your
Life
The power of a sentence is tremendous. A single destructive sentence can ruin somebody’s life,
make your day, or change your mood. Fortunately, there are some sentences that can give us
power to go on. Some 10 powerful sentences that can change your life for the better.
#1 “People aren’t against you; they are for themselves.”
#2 “Climb Mountains not so the world can see you, but so you can see the world.”
#3 “You learn more from failure than from success; don’t let it stop you. Failure builds character.”
#4 “The most dangerous risk of all – The risk of spending your life not doing what you want on the
bet you can buy yourself the freedom to do it later”
#5 “Go where you’re celebrated, not where you’re tolerated.”
#6 “The person that you will spend the most time with in your life is yourself, so you better try to
make yourself as interesting as possible.”
#7 “If you accept your limitations you go beyond them.”
#8 “People often say that motivation doesn’t last. Well, neither does bathing..that’s why we recommend it daily.”
#9 “Everyone you meet is afraid of something, loves something, and has lost something”
#10 “Comfort is the enemy of achievement.”
Good luck people…
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PRASANNA BHANDARI
BBA 6th

Death is a depressingly inevitable consequence of life, but now scientists believe they may have found
some light at the end of the tunnel.
The largest ever medical study into near death and out of body experiences has discovered that some
awareness may continue even after the brain has shut down completely.
It is a controversial subject which has, until recently, been treated with widespread skepticism. But scientist at the University of Southampton has spent four years examined more than 2000 people who
suffered from cardiac arrests at hospital in the UK, US and Austria.
And they found that nearly 40 percent of the people who survived described some kind of awareness
during the time when they were clinically dead before their hearts were restarted.
One man even recalled leaving his body entirely and watching his resurrection from the corner of the
room.
Despite being unconscious and dead for three minutes, the 57 year old social worker from Southampton,
recounted the action of the nursing staff in detail and described the sound of the machines we know the
brain can’t function when the heart has stopped beating said Dr Sam Parnia, a former research fellow at
Southampton University, now at the State University of New York, who led the study.
But in this case, conscious awareness appears to have continued for up to three minutes into the period
when the heart wasn’t beating, even though the brain typically shuts down within 20-30 seconds after
the heart has stopped.
The man described everything that had happened in the room, but importantly, he heard two bleeps from
a machine that makes a noise at three minute intervals. So we could time how long the experienced lasted
for.
He seemed very credible and everything that he said had happened to him had actually happened.
Of 2,060 cardiac arrest patients studied, 330 survived and of 140 surveyed, 39 per cent said they had
experienced some kind of awareness while being resuscitated.
Although many could not recall specific details, some themes emerged. One in five said they had felt an
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unusual sense of peacefulness while nearly one third said time had slowed down or speeded up.
Some recalled seeing a bright light; a golden flash or the Sun shining. Others recounted feelings of fear or
drowning or being dragged through deep water. 13 per cent said they had felt separated from their bodies
and the same number said their sensed had been heightened.
DrParnia believes many more people may have experiences when they are close to death but drugs or
sedatives used in the process of rescuitation may stop them remembering.
Estimates have suggested that millions of people have had vivid experiences in relation to death but the
scientific evidence has been ambiguous at best.
Many people have assumed that these were hallucinations or illusions but they do seem to corresponded
to actual events.
And a higher proportion of people may have vivid death experiences, but do not recall them due to the
effects of brain injury or sedative drugs on memory circuits.
These experiences warrant further investigation.
Dr David Wilde, a research psychologist and Nottingham Trent University, is currently compiling data on
out-of-body experiences in an attempt to discover a pattern which links each episode.
He hopes the latest research will encourage new studies into the controversial topic.
Most studies look retrospectively, 10 or 20 years ago, but the researchers went out looking for examples
and used a really large sample size, so this gives the work a lot of validity.

There is some very good evidence here that these experiences are actually happening after people have
medically died.
We just don’t know what is going on. We are still very much in the dark about what happens when you die
and hopefully this study will help shine a scientific lens onto that.
The study was published in the journal Resuscitation.
Dr Jerry Nolan, Editor-in-Chief at Resuscitation said , Dr Parnia and his colleagues are to be congratulated
on the completion of a fascinating study that will open the door to more extensive research into what
happens when we die.
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POEM

You are lost

sljtf

ljsf;/lgsf;

NISHA GAUTAM
BBA 6th

There are million stars in the sky,
But I am searching for is lost
Don’t go too fast, I want you to wait
Give me your shoulders to learn on,
Let us take some rest.
Even when I am defeated
Your name is what I say,
Even after my death
For your happiness I will always pray.
You always come to me,
When darkness surrounds
But when light flourishes,
You are nowhere to be found.
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POOL

experience
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ARTICLE

KCMIT Club
KCMIT club is a social service wing of KCMIT. It is a platform which gave me the encouragement to
conduct different programs in an organized manner along with good co-operation and synergy. I got
involved in this club from the second semester and now it has been three years since I first joined it. I
earned lots of experiences and there are bucketful of memories that I have with KCMIT all because of
the KCMIT club. During my working period, I learned how to organize a group, manage it and lead it. All
my working experience helped me to become a successful organizer. KCMIT club had conducted many
events and programs. After the massive earthquake of 2072 BS, under the guidance of the KCMIT club
I got the opportunity to lend my hand in the reconstruction work conducted by the government at the
historic Kathmandu Durbar Square. With the motto “Sanitation starts with you and me” our club carried
out sanitation programs inside the college premises. KCMIT club has successfully executed many social
awareness programs in different schools outside the Kathmandu valley through art, educational and
moral drama performances with the aim to dole out knowledge of why we should send our children to
school and the significance of good sanitation so that unwanted consequences brought forward by poor
sanitation can be curbed. I feel really good when I remember my inputs for KCMIT club. The contentment
that I feel when a program is successfully carried out leaves me feeling accomplished. With the motto
“Give blood, save life” we conducted the blood donation programs which have helped to save lives of
many people. On the occasion of Saraswati Puja, every year our club organizes various events such as
the poem competition, quiz competition which help to encourage and augment knowledge to students.
KCMIT Club further helped me realize my duty and responsibilities towards the society. It taught me to
be energetic, kind and humble. KCMIT club doesn’t limit itself
to uplift the lives of fellow human beings, but also cares
deeply about the well-being of stray animals. We visited
Sneha’s care, a non-profit organization working for increasing life chances of stray dogs. We had collected money to
make some contributions to bear the cost of taking care of
these dogs. I would like to express my gratitude towards the
KCMIT club, as it helped me build my confidence, ability to
AASHIK BHUJEL
BBA
6th
speak in front of a mass, interact with people, and lastly the
true meaning of team work. I wish KCMIT club success and
growth in the years to come.
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ARTICLE

Sharing my experience of the BBA cup

TO

be honest, it was just an amazing experience to be a part of the BBA cup tournament where all
TU affiliated colleges compete with each other. Our college team was one of them. Representing KCMIT gave me a feeling of affection, devotion and emotional attachment towards my college.
I love playing football and I am very passionate about it. Being a part of my college team gave me positive vibe and wings for my dream to be a good footballer. It was not an easy job to compete against
other colleges but regularity in practice, giving our 100% , being mentally & physically sound , dedication
and team work were our key to be the finalist, I still
remember the hard work our team had done for
a couple of weeks. We used to practise 3-4 hours
a day. Each and every team member was supportive. In every game, one team loses and the other
wins. The major concern of our team was to give
our 100% inorder to present our college as the best
one. Football is not only about the number of goals
an individual scores, its about teamwork, each and
every member has a part to play. During the course
of study I learned about synergy effect theoretically but when I saw a practical implication during the
BBA cup by our team I realized its importance.

The success behind this was not only our team but
also the support we got from our college. College
made a huge investment on us to boost our potential.
So I would like to thank our college for trusting us. I
would like to extend my heartfelt thanks to our coach
Mr.Bimal Kc, without whom we were just birds without wings. He taught us how to use our wings and
give our best shot.
We couldn’t win the game but we were overwhelmed
by the love and support of the kcmitians. Their belief in us and their cheering words made us feel like
winners.
www.kcmit.edu.np
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ARTICLE

Inter BBA case study challenge
The ”Inter BBA case study challenge” was held on 23 February 2016.
We were a team of four who got the chance of representing our college
in the competition. They provided us a case and two hours to analyze and
prepare a presentation slide with reference to the case. Each team was
provided ten minutes for the presentation. We understood the importance
of team work and learned some time management skills.
The competition provided me an opportunity to expand my knowledge,
improve analytical & critical thinking skills, time management skills and to
experience the challenges of the corporate world. I feel lucky to be a part
of such a huge platform which helped me grow by realizing my strength
and weakness. Now I am aware of the area that I should work on and help
to develop the skill in myself inorder to face the real challenges of the
world.
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RAJ KUMAR PANDIT
BBA 6th

Teachers’ Day, a special day in 365 days for our love and respect to our teachers. In KCMIT it has been our
culture to celebrate this auspicious day.
Year 2013; and it was our first year at KCMIT with lots of quests and dreams. Fortunately we were put in
careful hands by God. And to thank our mentors who were there to shape our future. we could do no more
than honour them. I believe, we all felt we were in mother’s care.
Every year we have been making teachers’ day a special day for our
teachers and students. The culture has been established and celebrated
with love and passion.
It is an occasion where in our own way we express our faith and love in
them. On that day we take the opurtunity to put forward our real classroom environment. An environment which is conducive to learning in a
friendly and interactive manner.knowledege imparted intermingled with
fun and real life experiences. There presence and guideline
has been a real blessing.
We are thankful to our juniors who have carried forward the
culture and have developed an unbreakable bond and faith in
them. We feel delighted to have teachers like them. Their devotion make us more respectful and thankful toward them.
We could say no more than thank you to our teachers for
their presence and guidance. And a very special one to our
Principal Mrs. Lalita Chand.
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ARTICLE

My experience
of

Though it was a small class role play, I still remember how it went. There were a group of students acting as managers discussing different issues related to the particular case study we were provided with.
It felt like a real corporate meeting: everyone blaming eachother pointing out to weaknesses on others
ideas and defending themselves. In that role play I was holding the position of the logistics and distribution manager.
During the role play, I got a chance to experience and build up my confidence on handling the situation in
real life and also learned to react quickly and instinctively correct to the situation. I explored how people
are likely to think, feel and respond to different approaches.
Eventually, I learned that we need to react effectively as the situation evolves rather than making mistakes and being overwhelmed by events.

ANUJA NIROULA
BBA 6th
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SPORTS WEEK

Th

ough, beautiful memories exist with each single day at KCMIT.
Being a sports lover, Sports week is the best memory I have in
the diary of KCMIT with lots of experiences down the years.
It’s a week of enthusiasm and excitement for the sports lovers. Every
student’s (seniors and freshers) can be seen on the ground competing
with each other with great enthusiasm. During the week two types of
players can be seen the Champions and fresh players. champions are

ANUJA NIROULA
BBA 6th

on the ground for gold medals the result of their sweat , determination and a hard-to-find alloy called
GUTS . Freshers are there for fun and to carry the memories of their early days at KCMIT.
Playing with class-mates as a team , competing with juniors and seniors, supporting the favourites
makes us remember our management lessons of planning , organizing , good coordination and competition.
The highlight of this week is the oportunity to play. So,With my experiences, I would like to say missing
the sports by sleeping on coldmorning will be a great loss in your diary of KCMIT memories.
If you miss this week you will only regret the chance which was given to you.
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PASANG LAMA
BBA 6th

WELCOME AND FAREWELL
Well! It will be extremely difficult to express my expe-

break bell. In spite of the rigorous practices there was

rience which I had at KCMIT during the welcome and

a co-ordination fault during the performance. A person

farewell program in so short a space. However, I will

who was supposed to be behind me was found in

recall my astounding memories. I will never forget

another row with a funny expression. The memories of

the time when a maximum number of students of our

which makes me laugh even today. The strangest time

class took part in dancing. The welcome and farewell

for me was when I choreographed a dance within two

program is organized by the seventh semester stu-

days where most of them were non dancers. This was

dents every year. Though the program is organized by

quite challenging for me. How can I forget the moment

students, I have found that there is a huge support of

when our class mates had to be requested to partic-

our principal madam. Her endless support served as a

ipate, especially the boys. Another unforgettable expe-

catalyst for me.

rience of the event was when I cut a little music of a

The amazing experience I had during the program

song and I forgot to inform my group dancers. When

was in the four songs with four different dance forms

we were dancing suddenly there was a slight change

Bhojpuri, Nepali, freestyle, Nepali modern. The se-

in the music and I was confronted with surprise looks

niors who were the organizers of the program had

from my dancers. However, the moment flashed away

to change the schedule several times to make our

with the dancers covering up for the flow. But after

group comfortable for changing our costumes. It was

the dance I was showered with a volley of angry voic-

amusing seeing them hustle to make changes in the

es. I apologized for my mistake and everything was

schedule. We started the practice of our group dance

back to normal.

one and a half months before the day of the program.
We were dedicated and excited about the program.

On the whole, I found each and every moment an

The funniest clips were the structure of our classroom

overwhelming experience. With our batch being the

which used to be unmanageable during our rehearsals.

seniors, it is our turn to organize the eagerly awaited

Our rehearsal time was during the break without

program, so I hope to experience some catchy mo-

having our breakfast. Sometimes we were deaf to the

ment this time also.
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Binay Mohan Saud
1. At first, we would like to know how you got involved in this field?
I am a student of engineering. I completed my engineering in electronic engineering from the University
of America. I saw an influencing had technology there, the cable internet. From my student days, I had
an idea to do business related with new technology.
The cable net was new for Nepal. So, I planned to do business with this technology and discussed about
it with my friends Sudhir Parajuli and Surendra Shrestha. And, SUBISU was all set for its startup.

2. How long have you been in this field?
Implementation of the plan was not that easy. Moreover, it was all about an innovation and a very new
technology. We initiated SUBISU in 2000 A.D. but it took more than two years to take the license from
the government. Now, I can say SUBISU has a successful story of 16 years.

3. Would you like to share a few things with us regarding your work life in SUBISU?
These glorious of experience of 16 years is all about our friendship rather than partnership, I say every
year our friendship bond is getting stronger.
SUBISU so far has worked mixing-up innovation with commercialization. In my view, experience counts,
but it is not everything. I’d like to say I have a wonderful life here.

4. What influenced you to step into this field?
I have an enthusiasm to work with new technology. The time when I was going to complete my graduation, that decade was all about internet. I liked the concept of cable internet which I saw in US. Then, it
became my ambition to work in this field as an ISP in Nepal.

5. Though you are a successful businessman, when did you consider yourself successful?
Business is all about profit making. And if you ask me about success, I will say my happy customer is my
success, my resources, staff all are my achievements. The day I will have a handful of satisfied customers and rich resources, I will consider myself successful.
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6.

In the beginning, what motivated you to become a successful businessman?

I believed in myself, this became a rich source for me to get self-motivated.

7. Please suggest some ways as to how a student can obtain this necessary experience?
Experience brought me to work systematically. My suggestion to the student is to believe in themselves.
If you want to do anything just start and take your first step. Be a risk-taker and believe in your work,
work-hard “Success COMES from hard work”.

8. What skills do you think are required for this profession?
If you are hard-working person, skill is simple to acquire. There is no limit of skill you must work hard to
achieve anything.

9. What do you usually tell people when they ask you what you do?
Poles apart from being an owner. I always prefer to say I’m an employee at SUBISU, I work in the field of
cable internet.

10. What was your profession before you enrolled in SUBISU?
I worked for Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA) Lamjung as an electrical-engineer for 18 months.

11. What are your likes and dislikes working in the industry?
I like what I do. I loathe, when people take the office tasks lightly. When they take purposeless leave an
unmanaged practice. I consider this as work-escaping nature of a worker. I’d like to say that everyone
must be sincere to whatever they do.

12. In your opinion, what are the strengths and weaknesses of SUBISU?
It is very essential to diagnose the strength and weakness of an organization. I categorized the strength
here as; -all staff work as a team and the weakness is; -Power dependent technology.

Interviewer:
Sweta Rawal
Anjeena Shrestha
Govinda Aryal
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Ms. Rita Bhandari
President of
Federation of Women Entrepreneur Association Nepal (FWEAN)

1. Would you like to share a few things with us regarding your childhood and schooling?
Okay, that’s a long long way off. It was quite nice but then I did go to a good school. My parents were
able to put me in St. Mary’s School. So, I think it was a big help even though it was very difficult for them.
But they just thought that a good education is always very important in life, morethan anything else.
They always put the value that you have to respect people. In our house, we were not allowed to say
“taaw” to our servants also. My father would be very angry.So, from the time we weresmallwe were
told to value other people’s work. And that’s very important these days because I see people don’t want
to respect elder people. And we have always been taught that is important and it’s our culture also. So,
it was nice but then I got married very soon, right after school. By the time my results were out I was
married. Then for some years I did not do anything. Then as time passed I got a bit frustrated because
my friends were either studying or working and here I was not doing anything. So, that was how it was.

2. What was your profession before you became the president of FWEAN?

Not any profession. We are entrepreneurs and to become a member of the Women Entrepreneur’s Association, we have to be an entrepreneur ourselves; we have to have our registered business in our own
name and we have to be running that company. So, first I did try a lot of businesses then finally I came
to know about Women Entrepreneur’s Association. That time we did not have a federation. One of our
past presidents came to know me and she asked me to join the association. Slowly from there I came to
know how it was to work in an organization. In an organization, it was hard work where you struggle to
achieve the best. That’s how I got into the organization and after that there was no looking back.

3. How did you get attracted to the field of entrepreneurship?
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As I told you in the beginning, I got married very early, for many years I did not do any work. I thought
I was capable of nothing. That was what I had always told my husband. And one day he told me about
an institute ‘New Era’ in Battisputali. I was resistant and wonderedhow I could study after so many
years?One of my junior friend encouraged me.So, for the first few weeks, I thought God I am not going
to do anything. Then as I attended the class I felt that I was better than most of them. I did very well in
my new pursuit. I was offered to do many other jobs but with the flow of time I realized that i was capable of giving jobs rather than taking up jobs. So, that’s how I started.

4. What kind of obstacles do you face in your professional life?

There are opportunities and difficulties everywhere, whether you are a president or not. In your business, in your study, everywhere there are opportunities and challenges. But if you take challenges
positively then you can turn that into opportunities. Like when I took this position nobody asked me to
be the president”. It’s how much you perform, how much you take interest in then people recognize your
capacity and are willing to support you. So, I think there are difficulties because we are a growing organization and there are lots of challenges. But we are doing quite well.

5. In your view, what is the status of female entrepreneurs in Nepal?
I think now a day’s women should become entrepreneur. In fact, young generation I see so much capacity, so much knowledge they have.We did our business just by attempting anything, so many failures;
many times, you fall down and you get up, you start again. It’s not a thing like you fall, but you have
to learn to stand up again. That’s the most important thing. And I see the very bright future for entrepreneur (especially woman entrepreneur). Few years back when we talked about entrepreneurship,
economic empowerment of woman, and the government alsodidn’t listen to us. They only talked about
social empowerment of women. But we always used to say social and economic empowerment should
go hand on hand otherwise it was not possible. In the last few years, now women and government are
all bringing focus on economic development. So, it’s a huge opportunity for women, especially women of
course.

6. What kind of work is this organization doing for femaleyouth?
We don’t just focus on young women as such, but we focus on women as a whole. If they want to
become an entrepreneur, then we give our help. We give entrepreneurship training and help them to
register their business. Without being registered the loan cannot be sanctioned. You know loan is a big
problem for lots of people.

7. What is your expectation from the government for women participation in
entrepreneurship?

We have been telling the government that we have to focus on women. Though both men and women
who are going to foreign land for employment there would be better opportunities if they were skilled
and had knowledge of their worth. Even staying in the country one can do a lot of things. So, we have
been telling the government that we should learn to focus on women entrepreneurship. The government is finally working toward this. They are very positive these days.ble of giving jobs rather than
taking up jobs. So, that’s how I started.

8. Would you like to share your experience as the president of FWEAN?

Well! It has not been easy. There have been many challenges, as I said. But, yes, we did a lot of things.
We used to organize small trade fairs, this time we organized a bigger one.we could have done much
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better, but because of the earthquake and then the blockadeit wasa little difficult. But the next trade fair
we are hoping to make it grand with the hope of the younger people joining us. So, more ideas of more
people come in and we would give preference to these younger people.
According to my experience, we have to do lobbing with the government on lots of issues. We have been
doing that for a couple of years and as a result the entrepreneurship fund was established. Then we
have also been talking about difficultiesto market products. There are the challenges but there are an
opportunities too.

9. You are such a busy person. How do you manage time for your family?
In the beginning, it was difficult but now it’s not so difficult as my children have grown up and I don’t
have to look after them. But then, there are lots of social issues like family programs and things like
that. I have my husband who is very understanding. So, sometimes when I have difficulty he helps me
to sort out. I have been lucky in that field and I am able to manage the things as they come. And again, in
my business I have partners,they also look after a lot of things when I cannot go to the office.

10. What are the future plans of this organization for the upliftment of female entrepreneurs?
Aah…. What we have been doing is like we create women entrepreneurs’ chapters in all districts. Now
we just have them in 30 districts but we hope to cover all 75 districts of Nepal. So, that is one of the
aims. From Kathmandu trying to do work in other districts is difficult. However women who really support their district and come up with new programs like training programs, entrepreneurship capacity
building that include women are supported.

11. What kind of suggestions would you like to give to the students (especially young
female students) who think of being entrepreneur?

I would be most happy if young female students become entrepreneurs because I see most of them just
want to take up jobs, especially in banks. Most of the students, I think, in good colleges have that capacity where they could give jobs to other. So, if they can concentrate on that they will begin to earn also.

12. What does life mean to you?
Highs and lows are there in everybody’s’ life. But I think on the whole life has been good and you should
always look at things in a positive way. Unless you go through failure you never learn what success
means. So, I think that’s the biggest thing everybody should be prepared for. Don’t expect results immediately because many times you may fall, but you must get up and that would be the biggest help.

13. Do you have anything to say which we could not ask?
I think you have asked so many questions that I don’t think there’s anything left. But especially for young people
I would suggest that they be prepared to take up challenges. Now it’s a globalized world. Don’t just think of going
abroad. Just don’t think of taking up cushy job. Yes, a job is necessary but then if possible become entrepreneur.
Help yourself, you will be helping other people also- who are in need. So, try to take up challenges. Don’t go for
comfortable and cushy things only. In life if you take up challenges you will always come up as a leader.

Interviewer:
Raj Kumar Pandit
SangitaBanjara
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Interview with Reecha Sharma
1. Why did you choose this career?
Because I was always passionate about it. I always wanted to be an actor since I was 11 years old. I
used to pressurize my parents to watch newly released movie. I belong to a very dramatic family. I never
thought of anything else but being an actress. When I was in class six my social studies teacher asked
me about my aim and I answered that I wanted to be an actress. Then, all my friends gave a surprising
look and asked me if I wanted to be a Nepalese film actress? (Laughs).

2. How do you feel being a popular celebrity?
I feel good because I never worked to become famous but I worked to have a peace of mind, peace of
the heart, and to feel satisfied at the end of the day when I go to sleep. That’s what I did and that’s what
made me happy, but then popularity follows.

3. What are your strengths and weaknesses?
Both my strength and weaknesses is my family. My strength is my family because of them I am here
where I am. Their continuous support and influence helped me to reach here.
My weaknesses is I am so emotionally attached to my family, I am not married yet because I just want
to stay with my family(laugh).

4. How were you in your childhood? Would you like to share your funniest childhood
memories?
I have been pampered by my father as I was the youngest kid among the four daughters. I was raised as
a princess by my father. So, I had a very beautiful childhood because I got what I wanted, I went to the
best school, I had the best of clothes, best of food, best of holidays. I enjoyed all the pleasure that a kid
looks for. I had no pressure for studies (laughs). I was an average student.
The funniest childhood memory was when my father slapped me once because I was being very Nagy in
front of my relatives and I peed on my school dress (laugh). My mother tried to calm me down and she
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took me to the photo studio and took a picture with all my wet clothes.

5. How do you spend your holidays?
I always love to spend holidays in the mountains or onthe beach but that’s not possible always because
as being in this industry we don’t get proper holidays. Whenever I am off I spend my time at home as I
am a home buddy. I pamper myself, do facial, Manicure, pedicure, read books and I take a short nap.

6. Who is your role model in the Nepalese film industry?
My role model is not just from industry but anywhere in the world. But with time, age and maturity I
think a role model change. Amazingly in the last 10 years, I have also become a role model to many
(laugh). I don’t think you have to be popular to be a role model for anyone. So, a role model is one who
inspires and influences other.

7. How do you see Nepalese film industry in the future?

When we were new comers Nepalese film industry was in a miserable phase but now with the change
in time and pace and with the good movies like Sano Sansar, Loot, Kagbeni, Kabaddi, thingsare really
changing very quickly. Technology used for the movie is changing along with this the new directors, producers and brilliant actors are coming up. Our industry is growing and growing in the right direction.

8. How tough is it for the actors to sustain in this industry?

It is tough for beginners. You need to have a lot of passion, patience, dedication, determination to be
anywhere not only in the Nepalese film industry. It is very hard to maintain our private life once we
become a public figure. We not only do films but go to colleges to give classes onMotivation, personality development, judge an event, television show, brand endorsement, international show and we get a
good pay. So, in the present it’s not that tough to sustain in this industry.

9. What are the qualifications to be an actor in the present context? Is academic qualification
equally important?
We know, education is most important in this competitive world. But I don’t think that there are qualification criteria for being an actor. I think all you need is passion, patience, dedication and determination.
Moreover, I think it’s good to be well educated about what you are interested in. So, I went to Paris to
enhance my acting skill. If you want to be a Nepalese film actor you have to be actor first and then ifyou
are educated you will be able to handle the media and interact with the mass.

10. Does political instability really affects the Nepalese film industry?
Yes of course it does. We all know that our country is politically instable, our government changes very
frequently. Political instability not only affects Nepalese film industry but every industry or field directly
or indirectly. We can take the example of recent economic blockade, due to which we faced a lot of problem in shooting of the movie Loot 2. We faced the problem of transportation due to the scarcity of fuel.

11. You seem to be experimenting with different roles in movies, can you please share
those experiences and which role is your favorite one?

Experimenting with roles? Yes, because I always wanted to do something different whenever I appeared
on screen. I don’t want to appear as Reecha Sharma but as that character. I always tried to do different
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things sometimes I failed and sometimes I succeeded. I just want to be somebody whom people will
remember as a versatile actress. So, yes I experiment with different role.
Well talking about my favorite role,it’s like choosing one from 10 kids. However my favorite role isFooli
from movie ‘Talakjung vs. Tulke’. I even got the national award for that role.

12. How tough were your days during the initial phase of your career?
Luckily, it wasnot that tough since I started from a TV serial. In 2007, I participated in Miss Nepal before
that I appeared on the music video of the famous director AlokNembhang. I took my career one step
forward not like jumping directly as an actress, but i got used to with camera. So, it wasn’t that tough for
me.

13. In your view, what are the pros and cons of your profession?
There are many pros and cons. Con is that you don’t have a personal life. You can’t say things openly as you are
a public figure. Well, talking about pros there are various positive aspects of this industry. We get to explore new
places; you get to travel a lot (laugh). It opens the door for opportunities. Most importantly it increases the level of
trust of people in you.

14. Which moment did you realize that the film industry is the best platform for your career?
There was no particular moment. As I told, I was already in media, tv serials “Gharbeti Ba” & “Housefull”.
We don’t reach a particular saturation point where we realize that we want to do a movie. There was an
audition for the movie called first love where they were searching for a new face. There were also great
actors in the movie like Aryan Sigdel, karma, NishaAdhikari,Binayashrestha and I thought I’ll try my luck
go and luckily I got the rule.

15. Which sector would you step into if the Nepalese film industry abruptly ends?
If Nepalese film industry abruptly ends I would like to be a housewife and have four/five kids (laughs). I don’t want
to work always, I just want to relax, look after my children, prepare tiffin for them, go pick up them from school,
and stick around them.

16. What is your message to the youth?
Well, there are lots of messages which need to be conveyed to our youth. We usually judge today’s youth negatively. We wonder why they migrate to foreign countries but “what has the country is given them?” A lot of frustration and lack of opportunities. I just want to convey that, you should create a platform for yourself rather than
waiting for someone to create. I think today’s youth at a very young age has realized this. Today they are fighting
for everything, they want to stand up, they want to be known, and they want to do a lot of constructive things.
They have so much energy and I want to tell them don’t gather it just explore it. I want them to believe in themselves so that they can make others believe in them.

Interviewer:
Pasang Lama
Sushma Pariyar
Sanjay Mehta
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Interview with LAXMI KUMARI POUDEL
1. Where were you born?
I was born and brought up in Rautahat till my teenage days. After that I came to Kathmandu to study
and train myself for the army club.

2. How did your career start?

I used to watch football on TV and was fond of it. There was a ground near my house and I started
playing there. I wanted to serve my country, so I joined the army and got selected in the national football
team, playing for the army club.

3. What is your motivation for becoming a player?

From my school days i loved the game. I received support from my friends and family. Soon my love for
the game turned into passion. My hard work gave one fruitful results and kept me going.

4. What are the merits of becoming a professional player?

The greatest merit is the love which I get from my fans, I am treated as a national hero. Seeing the people giving me love and respect encourage me. Representing my nation in the international league is an
honor for me.

5. What is the demerit of becoming a professional player?
There are various fans who want to meet me and my team players, but we are not able to give each fan
our time. They message me in my face book and call me on my phone but I am not able to reply to each
and every one of them. I have a very busy life and I feel helpless when I am not able to connect with
each one of my fans.

6. How has the government helped you in your career?
When my national team is sent to play in the international games, the government pays all our expenses like lodging and fooding.

7. What do you expect from your fan in both the winning and losing scenario?

In the winning scenario we have all the love and support from our fans. But when we lose our fans also
lose ,their frustration and anger comes as vulgar and inappropriate words spoken by them discourage
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my team and me. It`s not like we will always win, we have to bear the burden of losing also. I think fans
should be supportive whether we lose or win.

8. Has your professional career affected your personal life?
Being a national player is not an easy job. My parents live in Rautahat and I have my training almost
every day in Kathmandu. I miss my family and I want to spend more time with them but I have a huge
responsibility towards my club and nation so I can only meet them 10 to 15 days a year.

9. How do you feel playing for your nation?
Every individual wants to do something good for the nation. I feel lucky to represent my country at the
international level. Getting a chance to make my country proud gives me a sense of happiness and a
sense of patriotism towards my nation.

10. What is the goal which you want to achieve in the near future?

My goals are to bring glory to my country in international level, and inspire women in the game of football and fulfill the hopes and dreams of my family and fans.

11. What is your diet?
As a professional player I have to be in shape always, I don’t consume junk food. Eggs, milk, fruits, vegetables are my basic diet. I love sea food.

12. What advice do you have for the youth seeking to qualify for a sportsperson?

You need to have love and passion for the game. You should not be afraid to dream big. Key to fulfilling
your dream is hard work and consistency. Don`t lose hope and keep moving forward.

Interviewer:
Sagar Balami
Saurav Jha
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AS A KID

Menson Sundash
Batch

AS

a kid, there’s a lot to be said about the best experience. There are many joyful moments
to be considered as birthday parties, field tours, hiking. But often, it is not until your
adult life that you go through many of your most valuable events. Personally though, I consider my
time in college as my most valuable experience.
First, my experience in college has given me a chance to sharpen my skills in my field of choice. I
got chance to participate most of the possible curriculum activities. There have been many opportunities to learn more ways of improving my craft, which I am truly thankful for. For example, the
college program that has taught me to be a good leader and work as team had been a part of my
experience. Because of this, I realized I still had a lot to learn despite what I thought; but this allows
me to improve my skills more as I continue to attend college and also gives me more confidence
in my area. And as a result, I know one day this valuable experience will help me in my search for
another one “a rewarding career”.
In addition to learning practical skills, being in college has also taught me a lot about computer
science such as machine languages. For instance, I have had the privilege of learning a very new
language that I have never learned. From this experience, I have learned many interesting things
about the codes. Learning about many different programming language, has been valuable to me
because it has cleared up some misconceptions I had, thus allowing me to be less ignorant on the
topic. It has also given me a chance to fall in love with the pool of technology, no matter what happen I will try to cover the knowledge in which I have been fallen. This has made my time in college
much more enriching and worthwhile.
In summary, my time in college has enriched my life in many ways. It has provided me with the
necessary tools to enhance my skills more, taught me valuable knowledge about management
and concepts in computing will enable me to hopefully become more successful in life. It also has
stressed to me the importance of thinking critically and asking questions in many situations. All
these aspects of college have also made me better-rounded as a person. It has been easier for me
to achieve these opportunities in KCMIT. These experiences are truly irreplaceable and I would not
trade them for anything. When I was amateur with a pointless aim the question inside me, “Why I
joined KCMIT?” the title I gained as a Sr. PHP Developer is what my answer is now.
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Bharat Khanal
BIM 2010-2014

REMINISCE OF THE COLLEGE DAYS
Sometimes a perfect memory can be ruined if put to words so, memories should be left the way
they are. You just can’t help re-living such moments as these in my memories, for such moments
are something I have very rarely experienced. I am going to live with those memories whole my
life. The days we were going through was fueled by words and actions not other than of friends
and merely by the objectives and goals, the only thing the mind that gives importance. It’s amazing
how much can be conjured with memories which spokes more strong than the captured video and
photographs.
You would always like to undo the march you travelled that you enjoyed in its own term. You can
stretch very few moments, you cherish, to the deepest point of sea to the apogee of the mountain.
You never realize the small space hardly adjustable for parking few motor bikes is spacious enough
to notice each and every beautiful soul and traces of them you can keep for long. Small rooms that
made you sweat all day long help you to remember each notorious and provoking sound while you
were mid-way to the presentation. The misery you had seeing plate full of spoons in a minute you
had your first bolus and deliberately making for second and end up bantering with them who just
ruined your lunch sniffing it from the very far but only you never realize that will make a home in
your mind for the future.
Remembering those days evokes a shiver of excitement. How fortunate that the mind can summon emotional memories of exciting, endeavors, or joy that was felt in the time. With all those
memories there is still a bit of anguish of grief, as psychologist says we try to determine our worth
based on how we stack up against others. Everyone around us is so cares free and with low spirits
and we follow those hopeless huddles. Even we are confined to course content, we hustle each
and every task and assessment that could ultimately helped us explore so much. The question
“why I’m here? And how I’m doing” doesn’t seem to bother us within four year. Passion is something you discover over time, by finding an interest and nurturing it. It’s not a sudden and great
realization rather it’s a collection of small decisions that move you step by tiny step.
We all have deficiencies at some point and an institution is the hierarchy of positions who best
tries to influence mass with less flaws than more accuracy. KCMIT is not different in a great measure. We Tend to ignore what experience of more than ten years trying to modeled and shape us
rather than showing defiance against the pleasure that last only for short period. College is a home
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of knowledge. Either way it is propels us to learn which navigates the present and prepares for the
future. When it lacks certain things it is giving a good chance to make over. If it has the best of its
kind environment demands us to act wisely and smartly. The world is full of surprise, no matter
how well you will start channeling your interests, values and skills into the work there is still so
much to learn for you to adjust in new environment and situation. While trying to run behind what
time demands, in no time you are habitual of keeping everything unordered and unmanaged. The
things I’m very proud of is, KCMIT encouraged me do things as per my ability being a member of
kcmit club, advancing myself and my colleagues and it always counts the confidence you built up
through, to face not only the challenges but also to succeeded in solving. There is no such hardliner standard of KCMIT before the students benefit and practices of advancing their knowledge.
KCMIT has given me the confidence of not getting pass but to start again when you get failed.
I would like to remember the days in kcmit as the days that cultivated courage, confidence and to
strive.

Gajendra Abhinesh Karki
Batch

Hey Guys!!!
Guys...as a means to improve my English grammar, i would like to share my college days experienced with you guys....hope you will like it. Your feed back and correction will be appreciated.
It is always nostalgic to think of the past life especially our college days. My college days experiences is also one of the most memorable phase of my life. When i look back at those days smile
automatically comes on my face. I don’t really know weather that smiles is the expression of good
experiences or bad experiences. But, i can certainly tell you that whatever it is i like the way i see
myself as. No one in this world is completely happy but intensity of happiness may varies from
person to person. This was the point of realization that always enforced me to face the challenges
during my college days. There are many people in the world who can’t even effort to go to college
and yet they learn so many things out of their life living in streets and slums. As we have very
good evidence in front of the world that non going college student became the president of India
and great scientist (Late Abdul Kalam former president of India). Needless, to say about the Al-
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bert Einstein who left college at the age of 15 without attending any degree. These people was
inspiration during my college days for all who do fun in their college ilfe . I always used to look at
myself . I experienced that happiness exist in mind state not in material possession. if it is exist
in material possession, then today, i might not experience smile on my face when i look back at
those days.
If i say thanks to a persons who actually shapes my personality today is my Friends and Family.
My friend taught me how to become a strong and how to faces challenges. I can envision his
hardness and determination to stay honest. The inspirational words of my friend are still driving
force in me, all the sacred words that they told me are still encouraging in my study. College life
not only provide the education but also motivate people in different way .which will help person
to work easily in future …….Finally I would like to thank to the both
!!!!!SMILE!!!!!!

Bidur Raut
BIM 2009-2013
Currently studying MSc in Computer Science
University of Helsinki, Finland

I was first anxious about how the college life experience in KCMIT would be when I got admitted
in it. The four-year time was a quite long period which I always wanted to spend with good experiences and better moments. But those times becomes more pleasant and beautiful in KCMIT
than I had ever expected. The environment of college was small and friendly. The best part of the
college for me was faculty members. The faculty members were very helpful and were always
supportive and motivating to me in studies. Still I remember that we used to call the college if we
have problems in some part of course even during study holiday for exam and the teachers were
always there to help us. Apart from the course study, they also provided the valuable suggestions
for better achievement in the future and career of the students. They also help to find placement
for some students. We were free to put our problems to the management without any fear. Another thing, I liked more was the provision of scholarship to the students which was quite very
helpful in carrying out the studies without more financial stress.
Time spend with class mates was quite interesting and unforgettable. Everyone were different in
their own way but were very helpful to each other. The events like tours and sports weeks made
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the time spent with friends more memorable. The time passed so beautifully that I realized it I was
going to miss those times forever at the end of the fourth year. I am always grateful to the KCMIT
for providing such beautiful moments of life along with helping in building foundation in my further
study. I still remember my KCMIT life and sometime wish to have it once again.

ABODE OF LEARNING
Suvanu Joshi
BBA (2010-2014)
Currently studying MBA-GLM in SOMTU

Until the secondary level I studied only for my parents. Studying was like doing favor to them. Only
when I got to into BBA, studying was something i enjoyed doing; learning became integral part of
me, something that no longer was painstaking thing but something I looked forward too. I actually never was the best student, I would procastinate my homework until the last due date. I would
freak out during exams and I am anything but a morning person. Waking up early in the morning
would be like killing myself. I really don’t know how I forced myself to enroll in BBA at KCMIT. Looking back to my decision, now finally I find that was the most correct decision that I had ever made
in my life. Before getting into bba program I was just like a parasite so much depended on other.
But gradually I started to be independent, got to know the importance of time management. I
would never complete my assignments without my parents forcing me to do it or it would be last
due date, and I was very introvert and just saying a simple “ hello” to people would stress me out,
give me butterflies in my stomach. There were list of things that I thought I could nvevr do. I was
like one of those spoon-fed baby. But the four years spent at my wonderful small home-away—
from-home college groomed me into the better and more independent person. Those four years
were undoubtedly the best years of my life.
For me KCMIT was not the institution to get a degree to shape my career, it truly is a place for
learning about life. As a child, nothing scared me more than the idea of failure. Failure meant
doom; it would get tagged to me and I would be judged for it forever. Only in the KCMIT, I learned
that there is no key to success bigger than that of failure. You cannot make omelet without breaking some eggs, similarly you won’t have motivation to try harder the next time around without
getting a big fat ‘F’ on your report card. Nobody is perfect, and although people try, perfection is
impossible.
With the passage of time, you find yourself with new people or you really start finding yourself
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and new things constantly start occurring in your life, nothing ever really stays the same. Things
change and so do you. The transformation, you start to become familiar with undoubtedly stays
with you when you enter the real world, too. And what I learned from my college was change isn’t
always a bad thing, and most of the times it can lead you to the best things. If you are completely
comfortable all the time, you are doing life wrong. But there is also a fine line between challenging
yourself to try new things and stepping out of your comfort zone, and pushing yourself towards an
impractical, self-demeaning goal.
Forming your own opinions, views is not really an option, it’s necessity. You should always learn to
make a stand. Always stick to the things that you are interested in, but don’t be afraid to try new
things. Make sure that these things do not go against what you believe in.
As I grew up in the learning atmosphere of the college, I ultimately learned not to be depressed in
the stresses of schoolwork, in the conflicts of relationship, in the emotional battles. This is what everyone faces, and are the parts of life that are inherently beautiful. One cannot always stop looking
for good in all the things rather accepting the truth makes them more real, mature and responsible
person in every sphere of their life. Furthermore, in my opinion, life is too short to stay quiet all the
time. My friends taught me to be more open to conversations. Their ability to go up to anyone and
start a conversation was inspirational. That was great eye opening learning to me which will stay
with me until my last day. I take that lesson from them and now I embrace awkward and quiet moments as an opportunity to speak up. You never know where a “hello” might land you personally and
professionally.
Looking back on my four years of college, I realize how many countless hours I spent in the classroom, doing projects, finishing homework, and studying for tests. Going down to the memory lane, I
will never fail to recall how my college treated me, and I was molded to what I am today.
I had always mentioned it and I will always be thankful to my Principal Mam for treating us like her
child; strict when needed and affectionate to us when we were in crisis. I wouldn’t have reached
to this stage of my life without her motivation and confidence on me. I will be so grateful to her
throughout my life and I can only wish that that someday in future to fill my children with all those
knowledge and culture that she had taught me with. She is an epitome of perfect women and I can
proudly say she is one of the most amazing person that I have ever came across with.
I can honestly say that I feel I have learned more and grown more in past four years than I had in any
period of my life. I learned a valuable lesson from my friends, teachers and entire KCMIT family. I will
always be indebted to all those amazing people without whom all those experiences wouldn’t have
been possible at any other institution.
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Rajan Bhattarai
BBA 2009-2013

MY EXPERIENCES AS A KCMITIAN
Firstly, I am very thankful that I got a wonderful
opportunity to pen some lines about my college.
My experiences in college has given me a chance
to sharpen my skills in my field of choice. It has
provided me the necessary tools to enhance my
skills and taught me valuable knowledge. It has
also stressed me to importance of thinking creativity and increased the level of my confidence
and made me able to judge the situation in my
own. All these have led to an all-round development in me as a person. These experiences
are truly irreplaceable. I thank my friends, my
colleagues, my teachers, each and everybody
responsible for nurturing and bringing out the
hidden talent in me. All, being a part of KCMIT
makes me feel proud f myself. THANKYOU.
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Ashika Dahal
BBA 2010-2014

EXPERIENCE
Going through the 4 years if experiences in KCMIT, I find myself grateful to be a part of KCMIT
and always be. We have the best groups of lectures and everybody is so cooperative with all
the students. All the college representatives and
administrative staffs are extremely friendly and
helpful. Here each student are supported mentally and physically and the most encouraging
factors is the endearing word from our Respected Principle Ma’am ‘My Child”. She is an inspiration to everyone.
For me KCMIT is the best platform for every
student to learn many things which will help to
achieve everything one dreams of.
Lastly, studying at KCMIT was the best part of
my life. I miss my college life at KCMIT very badly.
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MEMORIES ARE LIKE
KEEPSAKES, ALWAYS TREASURED…..

Luna Karki
BBA (2012-2016)

I feel very proud to be addressing myself as a student of KCMIT. As we have graduated recently,
we are free to go our own way and it will be absolutely different for each one of us. If I have to go
down memory lane, I have much to remember about my days at KCMIT as I have countless good
memories.
Every moment at KCMIT has been so special to me. My four years here has been a process of
“learning and progress”. As many of us will be entering a new phase of our lives as responsible
citizens, we will come to know the significance of this period, which has now gone forever. All
I know that these four years have clearly changed the old me into a totally new, better, confident, optimistic and independent person with a broad vision. I have so much memories to cherish. I found my bunch of close friends, a few staff, juniors and acquaintances here in KCMIT, with
whom I share a very good bond. From most favorite to least favorite teachers, those un-avoidable
presentations, assignments and assessments to those wonderful moments with friends and of
course to giving our best shot at the sports week, all these moments make me nostalgic. The
memories of us staying up until the early hours of the morning preparing for our assignments,
exams and projects. I never understood why we were always encouraged to work in teams until I
reached one of the most reputed organizations where I did my internship for two months and also
my workplace (KCMIT) where I worked as a counselor and understood team dynamics from day
one. Being actively involved in the KCMIT Club, working together for the MONTAGE, to organizing
and participating in different events in and outside KCMIT have made me believe that “together
everyone achieves more”.
My memory lane would not be complete without mentioning our respected Principal ma’am and
our teachers. Over the years, we have personally been awed with the wonderful teacher-student
relationship that every teacher here has managed to uphold. Our teachers have been an inspiration to us not only in the classroom but as a whole for what students should act and be like in the
college and also in their lives.
KCMIT remains a big learning experience for me and I am thankful for that. Here I realized that my
primary goal is to study, gain knowledge and earn life experience, so that I can make the most of
opportunities that are open to me.
People say memories are the best part of our lives and this memory of KCMIT will be mine forever.
Lastly, never allow yourselves to forget that KCMIT is not an ordinary place and you are not just
an average graduate.
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REVISITING MEMORIES
Neelam Rawal
BBA (2012-2016)

Time and again I get nostalgic. It’s so easy in
life to move ahead leaving things behind but
there are some moments that stay with us forever. There are memories that stay with us no
matter wherever we go, and we keep revisiting
them time and again. If someone asks me two
abstract things which can never be swapped
with any precious thing I will say- childhood
days and my days at KCMIT. They are the most
enjoyable, lovable and memorable phase of
my life with lots of nostalgic and memorable
memories. And yes! My days at KCMIT have
been the best phase of my life.
It was a great experience being at KCMIT. The
four years at KCMIT, I thought was really a
long period of time. But I was wrong I didn’t
know how time passed and how the four years
were completed so fast. I was unaware about
the time which I spent creating some life time
memories. At KCMIT I learnt many things, I met
many people, I was attached to my friends,
teachers, seniors, juniors and slowly KCMIT
turned out to be a family for me where I discovered a different me.
All I can recall now is the first day when I entered the college premises with the excitement
and fear inside me. Then it was the day of the
orientation program where I was introduced
to most of my friends and soon increased my
closeness with them. That first presentation
in the class taken by our respected Principal
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Ma’am when I was shivering with fear trying to give my best. How can I forget our first
food festival at KCMIT, in which our class was
awarded the best class for unity and group
work. The first event I hosted, those proxies,
talks, hanging out with friends, those rehearsals, practices, improvements, learning, all those
group tasks, frequent semester exams and so
on, were always fun and exciting with the best
learning environment. The thing that I am really proud of is that KCMIT encouraged me to
do things as per my ability. Being a member of
the KCMIT club I came to learn many things, I
built confidence in myself, learned how to face
challenges and to be an energetic person. I also
faced many ups and downs during my tenure
as an executive member of the KCMIT club but
I cultivated that courage and confidence to
solve those problems and uplift myself.
These four years of my life are precious and
memorable. I know what I have learnt and I can
sense the change in me. I was lucky enough
to travel such a beautiful journey in these
four years and I gained a lot of experience and
knowledge along the way. No matter how
much we are involved in our daily routine and
new responsibilities, sometimes a few moments in the past brings a smile on our face
and we re-live those moments, The memories
I gained from this college are precious and will
always remain in my heart forever.
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PROUD TO BE KCMITIAN
Pooja Pandey
BBA (2012-2016)

I am so lucky and proud to be a KCMITIAN . During the 4 years of my stay at KCMIT, I gained a lot
of experiences and knowledge. I am still amazed by how time moved so fast like the wind, though
the time passed swiftly it has left behind beautiful memories which I will always cherish. The fun
we had during our educational tour in the 5th semester and all those events like food festival,
sports week, welcome and farewell programs in the college premises can never be forgotten.
This college taught me to be confident, enthusiastic and to follow my dreams. I am going to miss
all my teachers, dear friends and juniors. Especially our Principal ma’am who always encouraged
and guided us by her positive attitude. I am going to miss the entire KCMIT family. I would like to
suggest to all my juniors to study hard and live their time to the fullest during their college life. And
lastly I can proudly say that KCMIT is the best college for pursuing BBA and BIM programs with
excellent facilities, dedicated teachers and caring staff members.
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Montage team group photo
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